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A ‘taste’ of
Dolce Vita at the
Cheese and Dairy
Products Show
It is almost time
for the French
event dedicated
to the dairy
segment. The
17th edition will
take place in Paris
from 27 February
to 2 March. We
talked about it
with the new
director, Chantal
de Lamotte.
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THE INTERVIEW

“Food culture?
It only exists
in Italy
and France”

The acquisition of Dok Dall’Ava in 2017 and
Pio Tosini in 2021. Loste Tradi-France aims at
tightening the bond between the two countries
through strategic operations in the PDO
segment. The exclusive interview at the group’s
president, Antoine D’Espous.
page 28
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“We make
Italian wineries
grow abroad”
An overview of the
most important wine
markets according
to Edoardo Freddi,
head of Edoardo
Freddi International.
Which exports 37
prestigious brands
around the world.
Including China,
where canned wine
is getting popular.
Or Vietnam, where
sealing wax is widely
highly appreciated.

THE COMPANY

GIVE
the shelf
PRODUCT SHOWCASE

a ‘sweet taste’
A preview of the latest product innovations
launched by the Italian bakery and
confectionery manufacturers. From
chocolate to biscuits, from cakes to
desserts, as well as savory specialties
and snacks. Start 2022 adding to your
offer a selection of brand-new delicacies.
Authentically ‘made in Italy’, of course.
from page 16 to page 24

centerfold

Stoppato1887:
“Passionate
farmers for over
130 years”

The history of the family-run company,
in Northern Italy, that is committed to a
minimal ecological footprint. And aimed at
shortening distances between producer and
consumer, pursuing a ‘vertical integration’.
page 12

PARTNERSHIPS

Esseoquattro
feels like
Prada too

When food packaging meets the iconic
Italian designer brand. Geometry and
nuances of colour give a whole new life
to bags and wraps for baked goods and
produce, thus elevating daily elements.
page 13
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pages 34 and 35

A business dream
called Hong Kong

Consumption trends, distribution channels and the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic on the Asian city-state. Where Italy is the 20th supplier country and
the leading one of chocolate, olive oil and preserved tomatoes. And where its
Name is synonym for quality and culture.
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pages 36 and 37

Southeast Asia puts
the foot on the pedal

The import of dairy products, cereals, soy and swine meat grows. Among the
causes, the economic development and the increase in food demand. But
also, the impact of the African swine fever in China and the repopulation of
the livestock. Which needs huge quantities of raw materials.

COP26: DEEDS AND MISDEEDS

page 38

Glasgow’s Climate Change Conference set off the gradual phasing out of fossil fuels.
But the goals are still many in order to prevent future climate crises.

INSIGHT

THE INTERVIEW

Zuckerberg’s metaverse promises to
revolutionize the Internet. Many are
the sectors that will be influenced,
from trade to personal life. We tried
to imagine what it will be like to shop
at a supermarket in the virtual reality.

Cyberattacks are an increasingly
worrying threat. With severe economic
consequences. The Clusit report
2021 investigates this global-wide
emergency. Which has been further
exacerbated by the pandemic.

The future
Meta-market

Who is afraid
of cyber-crime?

pages 30 and 31
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Interview with
Emanuele Filadelfio
of CybergON,
the business
unit dedicated to
information security
of Elmec
Informatica.
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EDITORIAL
by Federica Bartesaghi

Italy
thinks positive

On the past December, as usual, The Economist
crowned the Country of the year 2021, which turned
out to be Italy. “The award goes not to the biggest,
the richest or the happiest, but to the one that in our
view improved the most in 2021,” the British weekly
claims. Let’s remember that 2021 was market, just
like 2020, by the ongoing pandemic and its disastrous effects on the global economy. A recognition
even greatly welcome, considering that the Italian
economy, The Economist said, “is recovering better
and faster than France and Germany’s”, while “Italy
is one of the countries with the highest vaccination
rate in Europe”.
The choice fell on our country, the magazine points
out, due to the policies undertaken by the Prime
Minister Mario Draghi – former president of the European Central Bank. The premier is described as
“competent and respected internationally”, and his
government was backed by “a large majority of politicians who have put aside their differences to support a program of profound reforms”.
Last year, we will all agree on that, has been (to
some extent) a luck year for Italy. First Western
country to be heavily affected by the pandemic, it
soon distinguished itself as a ‘crisis management
model’ to look at.
The national team’s success at the European Football Championship in July 2021 paved the way for

Lo scorso dicembre, come ogni anno,
il settimanale inglese The Economist ha
eletto il ‘Paese dell’anno 2021’. Titolo
che si è aggiudicata l’Italia. “Il riconoscimento non va al paese più grande, più
ricco o più felice”, sottolinea il quotidiano, “ma a quello che a nostro parere è
migliorato di più nel 2021”. Non dimentichiamoci che il 2021, come il 2020, è
stato segnato pesantemente dalla pandemia e dagli effetti nefasti che questa
ha avuto sull’economia mondiale. Un
riconoscimento ancor più dolce, quindi, per l’Italia, la cui economia “si sta
riprendendo più rapidamente rispetto a
quelle di Francia o Germania” e dove “il
tasso di vaccinazione in Italia è tra i più
alti d’Europa”.
Ma il merito di questo riconoscimento,
secondo il The Economist, va al nostro
Paese soprattutto per il suo percorso
politico. Ovvero per aver scelto “un primo ministro competente e rispettato a
livello internazionale” - Mario Draghi, ex

the great Italian athletes’ performances during Tokyo
Olympic games. An Italian rock band won the Eurovision Song Contest, while Giorgio Parisi was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics. Very different events
and situations that, however, managed to keep the
Italian flag (and mood) flying high over the past 12
months.
Needless to say, all that glitters is not gold, as properly explained in an analysis carrier out by Mattia
Ferraresi and published in the Italian newspaper
Domani, as well as on the Washington Post. “Today’s growth rate looks impressive mostly because the gross domestic product dropped by 9% in
2020, one of the worst performances among the EU
countries”. The country’s public debt has reached
154% of the GDP, Italy’s unemployment is at 9.4%
- three points higher than the EU average - and the
country’s fertility rate reached its lowest point on record. “These”, the article reads “are deeply entrenched, systemic issues that no single prime minister
can solve”.
Proper words, for sure. What is also true – as 2021
showed off clearly – is that we shouldn’t underestimate the strength of ‘collective positive thinking’.
The hope is that this recognition might represent, for
Italians, a self-confidence boost to walk into 2022 and its many uncertainties - with heads held high.
Happy New Year to everyone.

L’Italia
che pensa positivo
presidente della Banca Centrale europea - che ha saputo mettere d’accordo
i diversi schieramenti politici per sostenere un fitto programma di riforme.
Lo scorso anno, non c’è che dire, è
stato (per certi versi) davvero fortunato per l’Italia. Primo Paese Occidentale
a essere pesantemente travolto dalla
pandemia, si è presto distinto come
‘modello’ mondiale di gestione della crisi. La vittoria degli Europei di calcio nel
luglio 2021 è stata un preludio alle grandi performance sportive dei nostri atleti
alle Olimpiadi di Tokyo. Completano il
quadro la vittoria di una rock band italiana all’Eurovision Song Contest 2021
e, non da ultimo, l’assegnazione del
premio Nobel al fisico italiano Giorgio
Parisi. Eventi di diversa natura e portata
che, tuttavia, hanno saputo tenere alto
lo stendardo (e l’umore) dell’Italia e degli italiani nel corso degli scorsi 12 mesi.
Certo, non è tutto oro quel che luccica. Come ben sottolinea un’analisi di
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Mattia Ferraresi pubblicata sul quotidiano Domani, e ripresa dal Washington Post, “il tasso di crescita odierno
sembra eccezionale soprattutto perché il Pil è crollato del 9% nel 2020:
una delle peggiori performance tra i
Paesi Ue”. L’Italia ha poi un rapporto
debito/Pil del 154%, la disoccupazione è al 9,4% - tre punti sopra la media Ue - e le nascite hanno raggiunto
il punto più basso mai registrato. “Si
tratta di questioni profondamente radicate e sistemiche – sottolinea ancora
l’articolo - che nessun singolo primo
ministro può risolvere”.
Parole giuste, non c’è che dire. È
però anche vero – come il 2021 ha ben
dimostrato – che non bisogna sottovalutare la forza del ‘pensiero positivo’
collettivo. Che questo riconoscimento
rappresenti quindi per gli italiani una
grande iniezione di autostima per affrontare con coraggio il 2022 e le sue
molte incognite. Buon anno a tutti.
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NEWS

THE UK RECORDS AN INCREASE IN FRESH PASTA
SALES. MISCUSI MAKES ITS LONDON DEBUT

MUTTI INVESTS 18 MILLION EUROS IN CAMPANIA
AND ANNOUNCES A NEW BUSINESS UNIT IN GERMANY
The Italian company Mutti, specialized in the production of sauces and tomato preserves – and whose turnover is worth 480 million euros – is going to invest 30 million euro in the next two years to strengthen its presence
in Italy. 18 million euro will be destined to the Fiordagosto
factory based in Oliveto Citra, in the province of Salerno,
which is the only plant owned by Mutti in the South of
Italy. In this factory almost 10% of the 285 tons of tomatoes produced every year by Mutti are transformed. The
company is also planning the opening of a new business
unit in Germany. “It is a fast-moving market, where we
rapidly increased by 10%,” claims Francesco Mutti, CEO.
“Germans have understood that they can serve completely different products if they pay a few cents more.”
Mutti investe 18 milioni in Campania
e annuncia una divisione in Germania
L’intenzione di Mutti, azienda specializzata nella produzione di sughi e passate che chiude il 2021 con un fatturato di 480 milioni di euro, è di investire 30 milioni di euro in Italia nei
prossimi due anni. Di questi, 18 milioni saranno destinati allo stabilimento di Fiordagosto a
Oliveto Citra (Sa), unico della società parmense nel Sud del Paese, dove avviene la lavorazione di circa il 10% delle 285 tonnellate di pomodoro che l’azienda produce ogni anno.
L’obiettivo per il 2022, inoltre, l’apertura della divisione Germania. “È un mercato dove in
poco tempo abbiamo guadagnato una quota del 10%”, spiega l’Ad Francesco Mutti. “Il
consumatore tedesco ha capito che, con poche decine di centesimi in più, può mettere
in tavola un prodotto profondamente diverso”.

CHINA OFFICIALLY
RECOGNIZES PROSECCO
A great result for the Consortium of Prosecco DOC, which obtained the registration
of the Prosecco trademark by the China National Intellectual Property Administration
(CNIPA). In 2014 the Consortium filed the Prosecco brand in China, but the decision
was opposed by the Australian Grape and Wine Incorporated, which represents the
Australian wine producers. The association tried to obstruct the protection of the GI
Prosecco and to prevent the registration of its trademark.
La Cina riconosce
il Prosecco
Buone notizie per il Consorzio del Prosecco Doc, che rende noto di aver ricevuto il riconoscimento del marchio ‘Prosecco’ da parte dell’ufficio marchi cinese (Cnipa). Un ottimo risultato considerato che, nel 2014, la richiesta di riconoscimento depositata dal Consorzio aveva incontrato
l’opposizione dell’Australian Grape and Wine Incorporated – che rappresenta i produttori di vino
australiano – che mirava a ostacolare la protezione dell’Ig Prosecco e impedirne la registrazione.

According to the Italian newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore , in
2021 Britons bought approximately 150 million packages
of pasta. The sector was worth 95 million pounds. The
latest data released by the Italian Trade Agency highlight
that in the UK fresh pasta accounts for 13% of the whole
sector. Traditional dry pasta is much more appealing to
British people. However, fresh pasta is slowly arousing
the curiosity of consumers. In 2020 Pasta Evangelists,
a UK fresh pasta maker, generated more than 10 million
pounds in sales. The number of fresh pasta restaurants is
increasing too. The fresh pasta restaurant group Miscusi,
which already operates in seven Italian cities, made its
UK debut in London’s Covent Garden. The 400 mq new
restaurant holds 163 covers in total.

Uk, in forte aumento le vendite
di pasta fresca. Miscusi debutta a Londra
In rapido aumento i consumi di pasta fresca nel Regno
Unito. Secondo Il Sole 24 Ore , nel 2021 i britannici hanno acquistato circa 150 milioni di pacchi di pasta per un
giro d’affari pari a 95 milioni di sterline (circa 112 milioni
di euro). Secondo i dati dell’Italian Trade Agency, la pasta fresca vale il 13% dell’intero comparto: una nicchia
in confronto al segmento della pasta secca tradizionale,
la cui incidenza è pari al 40%. Tuttavia, l’interesse dei
consumatori britannici è in netto aumento. Pasta Evangelists, tra i più importanti brand attivi nella produzione di
pasta fresca, ha superato i 10 milioni di ricavi nel 2020. In
aumento anche il numero di locali e negozi specializzati.
La catena italiana di ristoranti Miscusi ha infatti debuttato, al di fuori dei confini nazionali, proprio nel quartiere
londinese di Covent Garden. Con una superficie di 400
mq, ospita fino a 163 coperti.

italian
the

Salumificio San Michele was included in the ‘2022 Export Champions Ranking’ released
by the Italian newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore in collaboration with Statista. The purpose of the
survey is to honor 200 Italian companies which stood out in 2020 due to their excellent
export rate. Salumificio San Michele ranks 164th. The export rate of the company exceeds
49% and it is worth 20 million euros. San Michele exports its high-quality delis to Europe,
the US, Russia, Canada, Argentina and Japan. In 2020, despite the pandemic, the company managed to reach Mexico and Uruguay too. The Salumificio was founded in 1978 by
the Cremonesi family, which still owns it today. It produces approximately 800,000 pieces
of prosciutto per year, 60,000 of them are Prosciutto di Parma PDO.
Il Salumificio San Michele
‘campione dell’export 2022’
Il Salumificio San Michele è nella lista dei ‘Campioni dell’export’ 2022 realizzata dal Sole 24 Ore, in collaborazione con il portale Statista. La ricerca intende
premiare le 200 aziende italiane che, nel 2020, si sono distinte per la loro quota
di prodotti esportati in diversi settori. San Michele appare al 164esimo posto: l’azienda ha concluso il 2020 con una quota export superiore al 49% per un valore
di fatturato di circa 20 milioni di euro. San Michele esporta prosciutti e salumi di
qualità in numerosi paesi, tra cui la quasi totalità dell’Europa oltre a Usa, Russia,
Canada, Argentina e Giappone. Nel 2020, seppur vincolati dalla pandemia, sono
approdati Oltreoceano anche in Messico e Uruguay. San Michele, che produce oggi
circa 800mila prosciutti all’anno, di cui 60mila Parma Dop, nasce come prosciuttificio nel 1978 ad opera della famiglia Cremonesi, che ancora oggi ne è proprietaria.
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SALUMIFICIO SAN MICHELE GOT
THE ‘2022 EXPORT CHAMPION’ RECOGNITION
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ASSOLATTE: IN 2021 ITALIAN DAIRY
EXPORTS GREW DOUBLE-DIGIT
For the first time in history, Italian dairy exports are
going to reach 500,000 tons. Their value is worth 3.5
million euros. According to Assolatte (the Italian Dairy
Association), by the end of 2021 the sector should
have increased by 11% in volume compared to 2020.
Italian dairy exports grew double-digit in many European countries: Poland (+22%), Belgium (+18%) and
France (+13%). But also Romania, the Netherlands,
Sweden and Spain. However, the US is the country
which recorded a higher growth: +25%, due to the
repealing of the tariffs imposed by Donald Trump.
As for the most appreciated products, mascarpone
ranks first (38%), followed by provolone and pecorino (both +20%) and mozzarella (+12%). Exports of
Grana Padano and Parmesan increased by 6%, but
the highest percentage was recorded by Gorgonzola
cheese (+25%).
Assolatte: nel 2021
vola l’export caseario italiano
Se i dati delle ultime settimane del 2021 confermeranno la tendenza dei primi nove mesi dell’anno,
per la prima volta le esportazioni casearie italiane
raggiungeranno quota 500mila tonnellate, per 3,5
milioni di euro in valore. A rivelarlo è Assolatte, che
segnala un possibile aumento di +11% in volume sul
2020. I formaggi made in Italy crescono a doppia cifra in diversi Paesi in Europa: Polonia (+22%), Belgio
(+18%), Francia (+13%), ma anche Romania, Paesi
Bassi, Svezia e Spagna. Sono gli Usa, però, a dare le
maggiori soddisfazioni: +25%, grazie all’abrogazione
dei dazi introdotti da Donald Trump. I prodotti più
apprezzati? Il mascarpone (+38%), seguito dal provolone e pecorino, entrambi a +20%, e dalla mozzarella (+12%). Grana Padano e Parmigiano Reggiano
chiudono con una crescita delle esportazioni che si
assesta intorno al +6%. Mentre vola negli Stati Uniti il
Gorgonzola: +25%.

THE CONSORTIUM FOR THE PROTECTION
OF CULATTA EMILIA IS BORN
The new Consortium for the protection of Culatta Emilia is born. It gathers all the producers of this traditional Emilian product which, in 2017, decided to file the collective
trademark and to adopt strict guidelines to ensure the production of Culatta Emilia. This
traditional deli is obtained by the most precious part of the pig thigh, which is deboned
and has the femur and ‘fiocco’ removed. The Consortium started its activity on January
1, 2022. Luigi Devodier was confirmed as president, while Remo Peveri as vice president. In 2021 almost 100,000 pieces of Culatta Emilia were produced. However, the
Consortium’s purpose is to enhance production by the end of 2022 in order to fulfil the
increasing demad.
Nasce il Consorzio di tutela
della Culatta Emilia
È stata formalizzata la trasformazione dell’Associazione tra produttori della Culatta Emilia in Consorzio; una veste giuridica più consona all’attività svolta dal
gruppo di aziende che nel 2017 aveva deciso di tutelare, con la registrazione di
un marchio collettivo e l’adozione di un disciplinare di produzione, questo salume tradizionale, ottenuto dalla coscia disossata di suino italiano privata del
fiocchetto. Il Consorzio è operativo dal 1° gennaio 2022. Confermato il Consiglio
d’amministrazione, che vede Luigi Devodier come presidente e Remo Peveri come
vice. Nel 2021 sono state prodotte quasi 100mila culatte. Per il 2022 il Consorzio intende incrementare sia la produzione che il numero di aziende coinvolte per
soddisfare la domanda sempre crescente.

PANETTONE, VERGANI’S TURNOVER CLOSE TO 14
MILLION EUROS. EXPORT INCREASED BY 70%
In 2021 the turnover of Vergani, an Italian company
specialized in the production of the famous holiday
cake panettone, rose by 47%. A higher percentage
compared to the one recorded in 2020, when the increase was equal to +10%. During the Christmas season approximately 1.7 million pieces were sold. Vergani’s purpose is to reach 14 million euros of turnover
soon. Large-scale distribution accounts for 40% of the
turnover, whereas foreign markets account for 25% of
the whole sales volume. “We have rapidly grown in
many markets, such as the US, the UK, France, Canada, Switzerland, Germany and Eastern Europe. And
Asia and Australia too,” claims Andrea Ranieri, sales
and marketing director. “Exports have increased by
70%. We export to more than 30 countries.”
Panettoni Vergani: il fatturato sfiora
i 14 milioni di euro. Export a +70%
Vergani, azienda dolciaria specializzata nella produzione del panettone, registra un incremento del 47%
sul fatturato 2020, dopo il +10% dell’anno precedente. Sono oltre 1,7 milioni i panettoni venduti nel periodo natalizio. E Vergani si appresta a chiudere l’anno
con circa 14 milioni di euro, di cui il 40% dalla distribuzione moderna e il 25% dall’estero. “Cresciamo
tantissimo in Usa, Inghilterra, Francia, Canada, Svizzera, Germania, paesi dell’Est Europa, ma anche Asia
e Australia”, sottolinea il direttore commerciale Andrea Raineri. “Quest’anno il nostro export è aumentato rispetto all’anno scorso del 70% ed esportiamo in
più di 30 Paesi”.

Popped snack with corn, rice and
legumes: gluten-free, locally grown raw
materials, unfried, no added oil, high in
protein, low in fat, vegan. Available in
many different recipes.
Stoppato 1887 s.r.l. Via Ronchetrin, 7/8
Gazzo Veronese - Verona - Italy

ADV_A5_CHIPS.indd 1
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“We make
Italian wineries
grow abroad”
The spread of the Covid-19 pandemic has
not damaged the Italian wine industry which,
once again, proved itself to be at the top of
the global ranking with more than 49 million
hectoliters of wine produced. Part of the production does not remain in Italy, but it is destined to foreign countries where Italian wine
is highly demanded. Therefore, it is no wonder that Italian companies involved in this
sector have rapidly grown over the years.
Edoardo Freddi International, for example, is
a brand-new company led by the 32-year-old
Edoardo Freddi. Born in Mantua, he attended
a Master in Food&Beverage Management at
Bocconi University in Milan. He has always
been fond of wine, and now he exports it
anywhere: to Europe, but also to Guatemala and Vietnam. The company was founded
in 2012 in Castiglione delle Stiviere, in the
province of Mantua, where it still has its headquarters. All of his collaborators – which
are 20, more or less – are less than 40 years old. Edoardo Freddi International mainly
works with European countries (40%). Asian
markets are pretty important too, as they
have exceeded North America (39% against
25%). And, despite Covid-19, things are
going pretty well and the turnover has increased by 37%. We interview Edoardo Freddi
while he was on a business trip in New York.
What is Edoardo Freddi International’s
mission?
Our purpose is to put wine producers in
contact with foreign markets. Companies
must learn to deal with cultural differences:
what may be found interesting in Germany,
may not be suitable for the Russian mar-

T O P

MORE THAN
3 FLIGHTS
PER DAY

ket, for instance. Therefore, our mission is
to help companies fill the cultural gap they
face when they enter a new market. We want
them to be successful everywhere, so we
provide them with the right business tools.

30%
ON-TRADE
SALES
MORE THAN 60,000
MILES TRAVELLED
PER MONTH

We are talking about packaging, I presume.
As for the actual wine, what do Asian consumers prefer?
In China wealthy consumers seem to prefer red
wine. In particular, boldest red wine which result
smoothest and softest compared to other varieties. As for Italian wine, Primitivo and Amarone are
the most appreciated.

How many wine producers do you have
contacts with?
We help approximately 37 companies export worldwide. We put them in touch with
2,000 foreign clients.

Many wine producers complain about
the difficulties they have to face when
they enter Asian markets. In your opinion,
what is the key to be successful in Asia?
You surely have to pay attention to differences among countries. South Korea, for
example, is very similar to traditional markets, whereas China is completely different.
To access new markets, you have need to
take some strategic steps and make an indepth investigation. Companies need to understand the main features of a country, its
habits and its demands. A business strategy
which is valid in the US may not be extended
to another country. In China, for example, a
red label is surely appreciated, because red
is the lucky color according to local traditions.

Edoardo Freddi

Is there also space for less expensive products?
Fruit-flavored Moscato is very popular in China, whereas in Italy it is considered unusual.
Strawberry and peach Moscatos, for example…
Chinese enjoy them a lot. And canned wine is widely spread too.

What are the top export destinations?
With no doubt Europe is the main destination market for Italian wine producers. However, the US has become a strategic country
too and it is now considered a ‘traditional’
market. Asia is also important, China on top,
but there are other significant markets too.

N U M B E R S

28 MILLION
BOTTLES SOLD
IN 2020

An overview of the most important wine
markets according to Edoardo Freddi, head
of Edoardo Freddi International. Which
exports 37 prestigious brands around the
world. Including China, where canned
wine is getting popular. Or Vietnam, where
sealing wax is widely highly appreciated.

Canned wine?
We personally take care of the bottling – or,
should I say, the canning – of cask wine which
some companies provide us with. Millennials really
enjoy canned wine, they can easily drink it during
events. And it is sustainable too because cans
can be recycled. We have a whole range of canned wine and it includes also organic alternatives.

Edoardo Freddi

Can you tell us some tips companies should
take into consideration when they approach
foreign markets?
Vietnam is an important market for us and it has
some peculiarities. Vietnamese consumers prefer
glass bottles of wine which are sealed with lac
or sealing wax. They think that they are very sophisticated. In Guatemala, which is a completely
different country, people unexpectedly like sweet
sparkling wine. Even in Venezuela, despite political turmoil, people seem to enjoy drinking more
and more wine, as if it could dispel the national
crisis.

“Portiamo le Cantine
italiane nel mondo”

70%
OFF-TRADE
SALES

MORE THAN
90 COUNTRIES
SUPPLIED

SINCE 2012,
A YEARLY GROWTH
RATE OF 30%
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Il racconto dei principali mercati vinicoli secondo Edoardo Freddi, giovane imprenditore
mantovano a capo della Edoardo Freddi International. Che esporta 37 prestigiosi brand in
svariati Paesi del mondo. Fra cui la Cina, dove
si fa strada la produzione di vino in lattina. Il
Vietnam, per cui la ceralacca è un ‘must’. O il
Guatemala, dove gli spumanti dolci vanno per
la maggiore.
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THE COMPANY

www.stoppato1887.com

Stoppato1887:
“Passionate farmers
for over 130 years”

The history of the family-run company, in Northern Italy, that is committed
to a minimal ecological footprint. And aimed at shortening distances
between producer and consumer, pursuing a ‘vertical integration’.
‘Love for the land and its bounty since 1887’ is the
motto of the Stoppato family. Whose farm, now run by
the sixth generation, boasts a Century-old history of
passionate farming. Nestled in the small village of Gazzo Veronese, in the Northern-Italian province of Verona,
it spans 800 hectares of fertile fields and specializes in
the cultivation of rice and legumes for the food industry.
Their rice comes in the varieties of ‘Vialone Nano’, ‘Arborio’ and ‘Carnaroli’; and they harvest legumes such
as chickpeas, lentils, peas, cannellini and borlotti beans,
corn, soy - including the Edamame variety- and quinoa.
As far as the latter is concerned, the company was able
to create an Italian and European quinoa supply chain
with the support of a network of farms that enable the
family to cultivate the product locally. Stoppato1887 is
the latest of the family group’s companies, and it was
founded in 2013 with the main objective of producing
finished goods by using raw materials cultivated in their
fields or by other local farms.

FLAGSHIP
PRODUCTS
• Chips with black rice
and chickpeas
• Chips with legumes
• Risotto with truffle

‘Amore per la terra e per i suoi frutti dal 1887’ è
questo il motto della famiglia Stoppato. Che da oltre
130 anni dirige l’azienda agricola con sede a Gazzo
Veronese, in provincia di Verona. La società, condotta ora dalla sesta generazione, nei suoi 800 ettari di
terreni fertili coltiva diverse varietà di riso e legumi,
che commercializza in Gdo, nel canale Horeca e
vende attraverso il suo store online. Grazie alla collaborazione con alcune aziende agricole del territorio,
Stoppato1887 vanta, poi, una filiera di quinoa italiana
ed europea. Inoltre, parte dei terreni sono destinati
alla coltivazione di colza, il cui olio consente la generazione di energia pulita che alimenta tutto lo stabilimento. L’obiettivo dell’azienda consiste nel garantire
la filiera corta, accorciando ulteriormente la distanza
tra produttore e consumatore, con un occhio di riguardo alla sostenibilità.
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Esseoquattro
feels like Prada too

When food packaging meets the iconic Italian designer brand. Geometry and nuances of colour give
a whole new life to bags and wraps for baked goods and produce, thus elevating daily elements.

• Quinoa mixes

The short supply chain
“We are committed to establishing the shortest direct
link possible between producer and consumer”, states
Sabrina Stoppato, who adds: “Our mission is to become vertically integrated”. The raw materials are cultivated in the most suitable fields and they are transformed
into finished products in a few simple steps. “Their processing takes place at our plant following strict quality
standards”, highlights Stoppato. All the natural phases
of cultivation and processing of cereals and legumes
are ensured. The cleaning, optical selection and calibration steps are performed at Stoppato’s facility. In a
nutshell, everything is done locally, from planting through harvesting to the production of the finished goods.

Stoppato1887: “Agricoltori
per passione da 130 anni”

www.esseoquattro.it

• Risotto with porcini
mushrooms

line of chips that come in four different flavors in order to
suit everyone's tastes. They are oil- and yeast-free, high
in protein and fiber and low in fats”, explains Stoppato.
And at the moment the company is primarily investing
in the production of new chips recipes that are going
to be launched on the market in the next few months.
With global sales now accounting for around 30% of
total turnover, mainly directed to Northern Europe and
Spain, the firm’s mission is to increase its presence on
foreign markets in the short run thanks to new rounds of
investments. “We mainly export two types of products:
our risotto and quinoa preparations and our cereal and
legume chips. Our customers? They primarily ask for
sustainable packaging, and, as for now, we have been
able to provide them with private labels packs made of
100% recyclable paper”, says the Ceo.

Committed partners to global retailers
“Stoppato1887 products are all gluten-free and 100%
natural. We are private label suppliers for important
brands in the large-scale distribution, but we also have
some high-selling products that end up in the Horeca
channel”, explains the Ceo, Sabrina Stoppato. Moreover, the company has a solid online presence thanks to
the e-shop. “Apart from our line of readymade traditional risotto recipes without preservatives or glutamate
and our quinoa preparations, we have also created a

PARTNERSHIPS

4.0 agriculture paves the way
“We believe in sustainable agriculture that respects
nature”, says Stoppato. The agricultural workers can
count on machines equipped with GPS in order to reduce waste. Furthermore, the control of water resources
partly takes place with the sub-irrigation technique
through underground drainage, “this way we are able to
reduce water usage”, explains the Ceo. The company
is committed to a minimal ecological footprint. And part
of the farm’s land is dedicated to the cultivation of rapeseed, whose oil is converted by a cogenerator in both
electrical and heat energy. Moreover, “thanks to solar
panels we are able to produce three times the energy
we need”, states Stoppato, who adds: “We employ a
synthesis of traditional and modern sustainable farming
techniques”. The production plant is certified organic
and IFS (International Food Standard) with ‘higher level’
score. And since all of the products are gluten free, the
Italian Celiac Association (AIC) licensed the plant to produce certain private labels.

Not all battles are fought with conventional weapons.
There are wars, or rather guerrillas, which rely on
creativity as a weapon to make you gasp in astonishment. The key is striking a chord in order to be remembered.
Thanks to ‘Feels like Prada’, the guerrilla marketing
action conceived by the Maison for the Milan Fashion
Week, the city’s buildings acquired the exclusive patterns of Prada’s collection for Fall-winter 2021/2022,
giving life to an immersive and significant experience.
And it does not end here. On the days when Milan
was invested by a vibrant and frenetic atmosphere,
Prada’s wonderful decorative motifs also became part
of simple and daily life activities, such as having breakfast or buying a baguette, providing a moment of
unexpected wonder.
Aiming at extending the sensory experience, thus
exceeding the visual field’s limits, bread bags, wraps
and even the napkins used by dozens of bakeries and
patisseries in the whole world were branded as if they
were actual high-end fashion designs.
Precisely through the collaboration between the
graphic design company Nava Press and the food
packaging firm Esseoquattro, the iconic brand’s co-

Anche Esseoquattro
feels like Prada
Quando il packaging per alimenti, firmato Esseoquattro, incontra l’azione di guerrilla marketing ‘Feels like
Prada’, ideata dall’iconico brand di lusso in occasione
della Milano Fashion Week. I sacchetti per il pane, le buste e perfino i tovaglioli di decine di panifici e pasticcerie
in tutto il mondo sono stati ‘griffati’ come se fossero veri
e propri capi d’abbigliamento d’alta moda. Disegni geometrici e sfumature di colore hanno donato nuova vita a
elementi delle quotidianità grazie alla collaborazione tra
Esseoquattro e l’azienda grafica Nava Press.

lourful and vibrant textures, designed by Miuccia
Prada and Raf Simmons, transformed hundreds of
thousands of bags. They were sent to bakeries and
patisseries in Milan, Rome, Florence, Paris, London,
New York, Shanghai and Tokyo, which were all selected for their genuine and high-quality products.
That are so rich in flavour that they convey powerful
emotions. To give a few examples: the boulangerie
Égalité, the bakeries Bonci, Pandenus Gae Aulenti
and Davide Longoni in Milan, the bake shops Nazzareno and Pannella in Rome, the confectioneries
S.Forno and Forno Pasticceria Ghibellina in Florence.
Silvia Ortolani, Esseoquattro’s sales director, claims:
“We have worked to reproduce the clothing textures
on paper in order to recreate the marvellous nuances
and the elegance of the unique geometric patterns.
We have solved all technical problems because we
wanted our bags for Prada to be simply perfect. We
accelerated as much as we could and, in a constant
race against time, we managed to produce the required quantities. Such an important experience, in
collaboration with Nava Press, shows us once again
that we should never give up on dreaming. Our Rose’s
team can reach any goal by working hard and proactively”.

THE ‘FEELS LIKE PRADA’ BAGS
COME IN TWO VERSIONS:

‘Glisser’
The greaseproof bag for baked goods,
particularly designed for special and very
seasoned ones, such as croissants and patisserie products filled with curds.
‘Bate’
The wet and weight resistant bag, suitable for fruits and vegetables.
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TRADE SHOWS

www.salon-fromage.com

A ‘taste’ of Dolce Vita at
the Cheese and Dairy
Products Show
It is almost time for the French event dedicated to the dairy segment.
The 17th edition will take place in Paris from 27 February to 2 March.
We talked about it with the new director, Chantal de Lamotte.
300 exhibitors and over 8,500
visitors from 56 countries are expected at the 17th edition of the
Cheese and Dairy Products Show.
The international event dedicated
to the operators of the milk and
dairy sector will take place from
27 February to 2 March at Paris
Expo Porte de Versailles. And this
year the four-day show will have
an Italian ‘taste’. Starting from the
new director Chantal de Lamotte,
who gives us a few anticipations
in a fluent Italian. And she reminds us that in 2022 Italy will be the
feature country at the trade show.
The goal is to promote Italian highquality products, increasing the
number of connoisseurs not only
in the French market. Many are the
events and contests organised. Director Chantal de Lamotte explains
it all.
During the 17th edition, the
first after Covid, Italy will be the
feature country, can you give us
a few anticipations?
France is the main destination of
Italian cheese exports. Parmigiano
Reggiano, Gorgonzola and Mozzarella di Bufala Campana are the
three best-selling Italian cheeses in
France according to a survey carried out in 2021. And the interest
of the French is ever-growing. With
Italy as the feature country, the aim
is to promote the wide variety of
the Peninsula. That boasts over

400 cheeses, of which 50 PDO
and two PGI.

21% international, coming from
56 countries. They are cheese retailers, restaurateurs, distributors,
wholesalers and buyers of the large-scale distribution. The majority
are Europeans. At the same time
the number of operators coming
from the Usa and Canada continues to grow.
Which safety measures are in
place?
At the trade show we will respect
the health protocol in place in France at the moment. Obviously, apart
from the health pass and the mandatory use of masks, visitors will
be asked to sanitize their hands
and observe physical distancing.
And what about food samples?
As in all the latest trade shows,
exhibitors will give out individually
packaged samples. We will comply with the health protocol. But
without samples, the event would
not make sense. The French absolutely love to try the new products
presented…

And what about the products
exhibited?
Up until now, we have a list of more
than 110 cheeses that will be presented. The Discovery Village, which
was introduced in 2018, will be back
for this edition as well, and it will gather all the exhibitors that come for
the first time to the trade show. Furthermore, the fourth edition of the
Coups de Coeur, the competition
which is open to all the exhibitors,
will take place. On 13 January an international jury will award the 10 best
dairy products. We hope that many
Italian exhibitors will apply.

By the way, in 2020 the cheese
consumption increased by 8.5%
in France…
It is true, according to the Fédération des Fromagers de France in
2020 the cheese consumption in
France increased by 8.5%. There
are two causes. First of all, during
the lockdowns, with more time on
their hands, and being forced to
buy groceries in smaller neighbourhood shops, where there is a higher chance to receive information
about the composition and the history of a product, the French became more interested in the variety
of dairy goods.

How many exhibitors will there
be at the 2022 edition?
We expect more than 300 French
and international exhibitors. 22% of
them will come for the first time. The
exhibitors, that are producers, refiners, cheese and dairy co-operatives
and importers come from 13 countries, apart from France: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Spain, Ireland, Italy,
the Netherlands, Portugal, the Uk,
Switzerland and Sweden. Canada
and the United States as well. The
Italian exhibitors will be about 20.

And the second cause?
Meat consumption has decreased in the last few years. There
is an ever-growing number of fake
meat options which consumers
seem to like. Therefore, giving up
meat means that for many people
cheese is an alternative source of
proteins.

And how many operators are
expected?
For the 2022 edition we expect
almost 8,500 operators, of which

Un ‘assaggio’ di Dolce Vita
al Salon du Fromage
Torna l’appuntamento francese dedicato agli operatori professionali
del segmento lattiero caseario. La 17esima edizione andrà in scena a
Parigi, dal 27 febbraio al 2 marzo 2022. Sono attesi 300 espositori e
oltre 8.500 visitatori da 56 Paesi. Ne abbiamo parlato con Chantal de
Lamotte, direttrice della kermesse, che ci ricorda che nel 2022 il salone
dedicherà un focus specifico proprio al Bel Paese. Con l’obiettivo di valorizzare i prodotti italiani di qualità, ampliando la platea di conoscitori
non solo sul mercato francese, ma anche su scala internazionale.

Chantal de Lamotte
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In a nutshell, why taking part in
the show?
The Cheese and Dairy Products
Show is the landmark event for the
dairy segment not only in France,
but also on an international level.
The aim is to promote high-quality
cheeses and their producers. It is a
showcase for exhibitors and an opportunity for visitors, who discover
all the new varieties and have the
possibility to meet their suppliers.
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GIVE
the shelf
PRODUCT SHOWCASE

a ‘sweet taste’
A preview of the latest product innovations
launched by the Italian bakery and
confectionery manufacturers. From
chocolate to biscuits, from cakes to
desserts, as well as savory specialties
and snacks. Start 2022 adding to your
offer a selection of brand-new delicacies.
Authentically ‘made in Italy’, of course.
by Federica Bartesaghi

Vetrina
novità 2022
Un’anteprima delle innovazioni di prodotto lanciate dalle aziende italiane del bakery e
del confectionery. Dal cioccolato ai biscotti, dalle torte ai dessert. Senza tralasciare le
specialità salate e gli snack. Per iniziare il 2022 arricchendo l'offerta con le ultimissime
novità del settore, rigorosamente 'made in Italy'.

from page 18 to page 24
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

A.D.R. - AZIENDE DOLCIARIE RIUNITE
www.sassellese.it

www.bhb.name

www.biscottificioverona.com

BISCOTTIFICIO VERONA

CEREALITALIA I. D.

ANTONIO FIORE ALIMENTARE
www.fiorealimentare.it

www.poggiodelfarro.com

POGGIO DEL FARRO

FREDDI DOLCIARIA

GERMINAL ITALIA

NUVOLETTI
All the extraordinary flavor of the best almonds enclosed in soft pastries with no
added sugar. These pastries are traditionally processed with selected ingredients
including premium quality almonds and
white of egg from free-range hens. A modern thought inspired by the traditional
recipe of Sassello that has allowed the
company to create sweets with a soft,
fluffy and fragrant heart with a delicate
golden crust, also dedicated to those looking for the balance between flavor and
well-being. To be enjoyed at any time of
the day.
Ingredients
Apricot kernels, sweetener: maltitol,
almonds (11%), white of egg*. Preservative: potassium sorbate. Gluten free.
*Eggs from free-range hens.
Packaging details
200 g bag
Shelf life
8 months
International certifications
BRC

NEUTRAL SPONGE CAKE BRAND
‘CASA GRANDE’
Neutral sponge cake, Ø 24 h 1.3 cm, 3
layers.
Shelf life
8 months
Packaging details
350 g. Flowpack + cardboard case.
International certifications
BRC, IFS and Organic

MONCREMÌ - COOKIES FILLED WITH
HAZELNUT CREAM
A filled biscuit for the most refined palates. The heart contains a delicious hazelnut cream, able to ensure an experience of authentic Italian pastry.
Shelf life
12 months after production date
Packaging details
150 g box + 200 g bag
International certifications
IFS, BRC

NATURE SNACK
New and tasty chips, oil-free and not fried, made from legumes from 100% Italian controlled supply chain made in two
variants: Altamura lentils IGP with tomato
and basil and Ceci della Murgia with rosemary. A snack with Mediterranean flavours, source of protein, for lovers of a
healthy and correct diet.
Ingredients
Lentils, tomato and basil: lentil flour from
‘Lentichia di Altamura PGI’ (53%), rice
flour (40%), salt, sugar, tomato (0.9%),
basil (0.1%), pepper (0.05%).
Chickpeas with rosemary: Chickpeas
flour from ‘Ceci della Murgia’ of controlled supply chain (53%), rice flour (40%),
food salt, sugar, rosemary (0.038%),
pepper (0.12%).
Shelf life
12 months
Packaging details
Bag 60 g
Characteristics
Oil-free, no fried, source of protein, Italian
ingredients.

‘BUONI PERCHÉ’ WITH RE-MILLED
SEMOLINA SENATORE CAPPELLI BIO
AND OAT FLAKES
Antonio Fiore Alimentare enriches its range of products with a snack with unique
nutritional characteristics, which make
it healthy without sacrificing taste. This
product is made with two key ingredients: Semolina Senatore Cappelli Bio,
which is an ideal grain to be grown organically: its flavour is aromatic and long
lasting, and will remain in the mouth like
an echo after tasting. The second ingredient is Oat flakes: cereals with very precious properties and a high fiber content
(equal to 6.5 g out of 100 g), which helps
to reach satiety.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
36 g and soon available in the 235 g size.
Packed in food grade polypropylene mono-portions bag.
International certifications
ISO 9001

ORGANIC FARRO AND OAT PORRIDGE
For the new line of Farro and Oat Porridges two cereals with high nutritional
properties have been combined, to offer
healthy, nourishing and tasty products.
Quick and easy to prepare, the new Porridges consist of a base of wholegrain
einkorn and oat flakes, coming from
controlled supply chains. Rich in fiber,
with no added sugars and without dyes,
emulsifiers and preservatives. Cereals
of Italian origin. Perfect for any season,
both for a hot or cold preparation, is available in 3 flavors: Classic, Chocolate and
banana, Fruits and seeds.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
300 g bag.
International certifications
Organic, BRC, IFS.

FREDDI MORETTA WHITE
Moretta White is Freddi’s exclusive product in limited edition. 10 mini-cakes coated with a superb milk icing, with a delicious fresh milk cream in a rich and soft
cake. Made with quality ingredients, without preservatives or artificial flavours,
Freddi Moretta White is the company’s
first product totally white: cake, coating
and filling.
Shelf life
9 months from production date.
Packaging details
Pack by 10 coated mini cakes filled with
whole fresh milk 300 g (10x30 g - individually wrapped).
International certifications
Haccp, IFS, BRC, Kosher.

GERMINAL BIO ORGANIC COOKIE
STICK WITH COCONUT & LEMON
Germinal Bio Coconut and Lemon cereal snacks are a natural source of mineral
salts because they are high in grain mix
and fruit. Crumbly and organic, they are
packed in practical single-serve packs,
allowing you to enjoy an easy and tasty
break, and they are high in phosphorus,
which helps the metabolism. GerminalBio’s line of snack products also includes
other flavours: Flakes & fruits, and Chocolate chips.
Shelf life
250 days
Packaging details
Primary packaging: polypropylene film.
Secondary packaging: carton box.
International certifications
B Corp, Organic, Vegan.

NEW COLD

DOLCERIE VENEZIANE
www.dolcerieveneziane.it

www.dolcital.it

www.zaghis.com

www.icamcioccolato.com

www.incap.it

I.N.C.A.P.

LA MOLE - F.LLI MILAN

LA PERLA DI TORINO

ALMOND AND CHOCOLATE TRUFFLE
Almond ice cream truffle with a heart of
chocolate ice cream decorated with meringue grains.
Shelf life
24 months
Packaging details
1 truffle 90 g, 1 box containing 2 truffles.
International certifications
UTZ, BRC, IFS.

HEART BOX WITH MILK CHOCOLATE
HEARTS
St.Valentine Heart box with high quality
milk chocolate small hearts.
Shelf life
540 days
Packaging details
80 g. Carton weight 1,03 kg / 6 pcs in
each carton.
International certifications
IFS, Fair Trade.

CRISTALLI NOUGAT
The original Cristalli are now available
in the new 140 g glass jar size. Soft and
friable at the same time, Cristalli nougat
flakes can be enjoyed everywhere: already cut in thin and crunchy slices, Cristalli
are like sweet chips. One leads to another and once the nougat is finished, the
elegant glass jar can be reused.
Shelf life
19 months
Packaging details
140 g elegant glass jar, 6 pcs per ct.
International certifications
IFS.

BIO CLASSIC COLOMBA LINEN BAG WITH COLORED
CLOTH RIBBON
All ingredients come from organic farming, with Italian eggs, fresh milk and
honey from Veneto. Hand-made processing, in addition to Zaghis’s natural sourdough and candied orange from Sicily.
No emulsifiers, preservatives, coloring
agents or artificial flavors are allowed. After 48 hours of leavining the main dough
becomes soft, smooth and easy to be digested thanks to the natural fermentation
which is given by the nataural sourdough.
Packaging details
650 g. Linen bag of natural color, colored
cloth ribbon with latge stripe which envelopes the product.
Shelf life
180 days.

VANINI ORGANIC SINGLE-ORIGIN
UGANDA CHOCOLATE BARS RANGE
6 chocolate bars, all organic, made with
an incredible and unique Ugandan cocoa
from Bundibugyo cooperatives, where
Icam has founded a company to support
the cultivation and harvesting process of
cocoa: Icam Chocolate Uganda Ltd. The
Organic Uganda bars range consists of 6
greedy flavors that perfectly combine innovative and organic ingredients with the
unprecedented aromatic profile of cocoa: 93% Uganda cocoa dark bar; 85%
Uganda cocoa dark bar; 56% Dark bar
with Almonds and Sicilian salt; 56% Dark
bar with salted Pistachios; Gianduia bar
with hazelnuts; Gianduja bar with cocoa
nibs.
Shelf life
18-24 months.
Packaging details
The wrapping is made of 80% renewable
materials and is 100% industrially compostable, according to guidelines for industrial disposal.
International certifications
Bio, veganOK, Gluten free, Halal, Kosher
D, Bean-to-bar, fairly traded.

‘SPLASH’ CANDIES
Assorted hard/filled and toffee candies,
now available in a new, colorful 235 g
pack. The company chose 11 among
Incap’s best selleing flavours: coffee,
mint, anise, spicchi, strawberries & cream, Mou froll, Morbidelle Maxi, Misto Venezia, milk & mint, Bubble Mella, mixed
berries.
Shelf life
36 months.
Packaging details
235 g plastic bag, 20 pieces/carton.
International certifications
Haccp.

CLASSIC LEMON CAKE
From the excellence of the Italian confectionery tradition, a line of cakes is born,
prepared “as it once was” with extreme
attention to the ingredients, with a choice
of the best flours for greedy and genuine
doughs, with an almost artisanal care of
every detail. Soft, tasty lemon cake, prepared with 100% Italian knowledge and
high-quality ingredients.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
400 g
International certifications
BRC, IFS.

LATTE SENZA LATTE CHOCOLATE
EASTER EGG
After the success of the ‘Latte Senza Latte’ (Milk without milk) line, the Easter Egg
finally arrives to complete the range that
already consists of chocolate truffles,
bar and spread. Those who by choice or
intolerance do not consume lactose are
usually forced to choose dark chocolate:
with ‘Latte Senza Latte’ there is an alternative, which approaches the pleasant
taste of milk chocolate using coconut
milk. It is finally possible to savor all the
pleasure of La Perla di Torino vegan chocolate in the chocolate Easter egg version. With surprise.
Shelf life
10-12 months.
Packaging details
200 g - 6 pieces per box.
International certifications
BRC.

www.coldgelati.com

BHB ITALIA

DOLCITAL
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www.cerealitalia.it

ZAGHIS 1974

ICAM

www.freddi.it

www.la-mole.com

www.germinalbio.it

www.laperladitorino.it

follow
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TRADE SHOWS 2022
*updated to 7 January 2022

THE GLOBAL AND ITALIAN TRADE EXHIBITION’S CALENDAR
1

2

Sat 1

3

Sun 2

Mon 3

4

5

Tue 4

7

6

Wed 5

Thu 6

8

Fri 7

Sat 8

9

10 11 12

Sun 9

Mon 10

BELLAVITA EXPO (AMSTERDAM)
SHOW (Chicago)

Wed 2

Thu 3

Fri 4

Sat 5

Sun 6

Mon 7

Tue 8

WINTER FANCY FOOD SHOW (LAS VEGAS)

plmainternational.com

Wed 2
golositalia.it

Thu 3

Fri 4

Sat 5

SIAF (GUANGZHOU)

Sun 6

spsinchina.cn.messefrankfurt.com/guangzhou/en.html

Mon 7

HOSTEX (JOHANNESBURG)

Tue 8
hostex.co.za

virginiawineexpo.com

Fri 1

Sat 2

Sun 3

EXPOVINA PRIMAVERA (ZURICH)

Mon 4

Tue 5

Wed 6

Sat 15

Sun 16

Mon 17

Tue 18

Wed 19

Fri 11

Sat 12

Sun 13

Mon 2

Tue 3

Fri 8

Wed 4

Thu 5

Fri 6

Wed 9

Thu 10

CIBUS (PARMA)
IPACK IMA (MILAN)
MACFRUT (RIMINI)

Fri 11

Sat 9

Sun 10

Mon 11

VINITALY (VERONA)

Tue 10

Wed 11

FHA HORECA (SINGAPORE)
PROWINE ASIA (SINGAPORE)

cibus.it
ipackima.com

Sun 13

Mon 14

Thu 17

gulfood.com

Fri 18

Sat 19

Wed 1

Thu 2

Fri 3

Sat 4

GOOD FOOD &WINE SHOW (MELBOURNE)
IFE CHINA (GUANGZHOU)

Sun 5

SEPTEMBER

Tue 12

Wed 13

Tue 15

Wed 16

Sun 23

Mon 24

Tue 25

europain.com

Wed 26

IPPE (ATLANTA)
DAIRY TECH (MOSCOW)

Thu 27

Fri 28

Sat 29

Sun 30

Fri 1

Sat 2

Tue 7

Wed 8

ALIMENTEC (BOGOTÀ)

Thu 9

Fri 10

Sun 3

Mon 4

Tue 5

Wed 6

Fri 8

Sat 11

Thu 14

U.S. PRIVATE LABEL TRADE

md-expo.ru

ISM (COLOGNE)

Fri 15

Thu 17

Sat 16

Fri 25

Fri 18

Sat 19

Thu 12

Sun 17

Sat 14

fhahoreca.com

iideindia.com

Sun 15

Mon 16

Tue 17

PROWEIN (DÜSSELDORF)

Tue 12

Tue 22

Wed 23

Thu 24

Fri 25

Wed 3

Thu 4

Fri 5

Sat 6

Sun 7

Mon 8

Tue 9

Wed 10

Mon 28

Mon 13

Mon 18

Tue 19

Wed 20

Thu 21

Fri 22

ANUFOOD CHINA (SHENZHEN) anufoodchina.com

Sat 23

Thu 11

Fri 12

prowein.de

Wed 18

Thu 19

SIAL CHINA (SHANGHAI)

Fri 20

Sat 21

Mon 25

Thu 16

Fri 17

Sat 18

Sun 19

Thu 14

Fri 15

Sun 14

Mon 23

Tue 24

Wed 25

SPS ITALIA (PARMA)

sialchina.com

VINEXPO HONG KONG

Wed 27

Thu 28

Wed 30

Fri 29

Thu 26

Fri 27

Sat 28

hotelex.cn/en

Sat 30

anugafoodtec.com

Sun 29

Mon 30

spsitalia.it

Tue 21

Wed 22

Thu 23

Fri 24

AFRICA’S BIG SEVEN EXPO (JOHANNESBURG)* SPECIALITY FINE FOOD ASIA (SINGAPORE)

Sat 25

Sun 26

speciality-asia.com

africabig7.com

WBWE ASIA (YANTAI)*

wbweasia.com

GOOD FOOD & WINE SHOW (SYDNEY)

Fri 22

Sun 24

bellavita.com/it/expo/london/

Mon 27

Tue 28

Wed 29

PLMA
(AMSTERDAM)

Thu 30

SUMMER FANCY FOOD SHOW (NEW YORK)*

specialtyfood.com/shows-events

BELLAVITA (LONDRA)
propakasia.com

Tue 31

africa-foodmanufacturing.com

vinexposium.com
thaifex-anuga.com

Mon 20

Thu 31

AFRICA FOOD MANUFACTURING (CAIRO)

THAIFEX ANUGA ASIA (BANGKOK)

expopackmexico.com.mx

goodfoodshow.com.au

mafbex.com

Sat 16

Mon 15

Tue 29

foodanddrinkexpo.co.uk

iffa.messefrankfurt.com

Wed 15

Tue 26

FOOD & DRINK EXPO (BIRMINGHAM)

sialcanada.com

Sun 22

Mon 28
taste.pittimmagine.com

vinorus.ru/en-GB
VINORUS (KRASNODAR)*
FOOD TECH (KRASNODAR) foodtech-krasnodar.ru
ANUGA FOOD TEC (COLOGNE)

expoantad.net

vinexposium.com

Sat 13

Sun 27

sialamerica.com

Sun 24

LONDON WINE FAIR (LONDONWlondonwinefair.com
)

biofachchina.com

Tue 14

Wed 13

Sat 26

TASTE (FLORENCE)

foodexpo.dk
FOODEXPO (HERNING)
HOTELEX & FINEFOOD (SHANGAI)

Sun 17

Mon 18

Tue 19

Wed 20

Thu 21

Sat 23

GOOD FOOD & WINE SHOW (PERTH)

Mon 25

goodfoodshow.com.au

Tue 2

Sun 27

sirha-budapest.com

EXPO ANTAD & ALIMENTARIA (GUANDALAJARA)

singapore.prowineasia.com

PROPAK ASIA (BANGKOK)
MAFBEX (MANILA)*
Mon 11

Mon 21

IFE (LONDON)
ife.co.uk/pro2pac
PACK EXPO EAST (PHILADELPHIA)

INDIA INTERNATIONAL DAIRY EXPO (MUMBAI)
Fri 13

Sun 12

Sun 20

Tue 16

Wed 17

Thu 18

Fri 19

Sat 20

Sun 21

Mon 22

Tue 23

Tue 26

Wed 27

Thu 28

FHI – FOOD AND HOTEL INDONESIA (JAKARTA)

Fri 29

Wed 24

Sat 30

Sun 31

Wed 31

foodhotelindonesia.com

BIOFACH (NUREMBERG)

FREE FROM FUNCTIONAL FOOD
EXPO SOUTH AMERICA
(SÃO PAULO) freefromfoodexpo.com

Mon 1

Sat 26

GOLOSITALIA (BRESCIA)

SALON DU FROMAGE (PARIS)

SIAL CANADA (MONTRÉAL)

EXPO PACK MEXICO (MEXICO CITY)

Sun 10

PROSWEETS (COLOGNE)

VIRGINIA WINE EXPO (RICHMOND)

wineandgourmetjapan.com

VINEXPO BORDEAUX*

feriaalimentec.com

Sat 9

Thu 24

bvv.cz/en/salima

foodexpo.gr

ORGANIC FOOD IBERIA
iddba.org (MADRID)
organicfoodiberia.com
Thu 7

Wed 23

packexpoeast.com

freefromfoodexpo.com

IDDBA (ATLANTA)

Tue 22

Mon 31

Ippexpo.org

MILLESIME BIO (MONTPELLIER)millesime-bio.com

SIRHA (BUDAPEST)
SIAL AMERICA (LAS VEGAS)

ismjapan.com
ISM JAPAN (TOKYO)
anufoodbrazil.com
ANUFOOD (SÃO PAULO)
MARCA (BOLOGNA)
WINE & GOURMET JAPAN (TOKYO)

FREE FROM FUNCTIONAL FOOD
EXPO (BARCELONA)

ifechina.com

plmainternational.com

Thu 25

Fri 26

PROPAK PHILIPPINES (PASAY CITY)

biofach.de

Sat 27

Sun 28

Mon 29

Tue 30

Tue 27

Wed 28

Thu 29

Fri 30

propakphilippines.com

Thu 1

Fri 2

Sat 3

WORLDFOOD ISTANBUL

Sun 4
worldfood-istanbul.com

Mon 5

Tue 6

SPECIALITY & FINE FOOD
FAIR (LONDON)

Wed 7

Thu 8

Fri 9

Sat 10

Sun 11

SANA (BOLOGNA)

Mon 12
sana.it

Tue 13

Wed 14

Mon 3

Tue 4

Wed 5

Thu 6

Fri 16

ANUFOOD INDIA (MUMBAI)

FINE FOOD AUSTRALIA (MELBOURNE)
Sun 2

Thu 15

DRINKTEC (MUNICH)

specialityandfinefoodfairs.co.uk

Sat 1

OCTOBER

Mon 6

Mon 21

falacosagiusta.org

BIOFACH CHINA (SHANGHAI)

macfrut.com

goodfoodshow.com.au

Sun 20

sigep.it

FOOD EXPO GRECIA (ATHENS)

marca.bolognafiere.it

Mon 9

Wed 16

vinitaly.com

worldfood.pl

Sun 8

Tue 15

wineparis.com
WINE EXPO PARIS
SALIMA/VINEX (BRNO)

Sat 12

alimentaria.com

Sat 7

Mon 14

GULFOOD (DUBAI)

expowest.com
NATURAL PRODUCT EXPO WEST (ANAHEIM)
CFIA (RENNES)
cfiaexpo.com
SIGEP (RIMINI)
VINEXPO AMERICA (NY)
FA’ LA COSA GIUSTA (MILAN)

gastronord.se

WORLDFOOD POLAND (WARSAW)
ALIMENTARIA (BARCELONA)

djazagro.com

AUGUST

anfasfoodproduct.com

Sat 22

EUROPAIN (PARIS)

28 29 30 31

Fruitlogistica.de

vinexpoamerica.com
FOODEX JAPAN (CHIBA)
jma.or.jp/foodex/en/about/index.html
finefoodaustralia.com.au
FINE FOOD AUSTRALIA (SYDNEY)

Thu 7

naturalproducts.co.uk

DJAZAGRO (ALGERI)*

JULY

Fri 21

mumbaiexpo.foodhospitality.in

IFFA (FRANKFURT)

JUNE

Thu 20

AFP ANFAS FOOD PRODUCT (ANTALYA)

EXPRESS FOOD HOSPITALITY (MUMBAI) *

prod-expo.ru/en

expovina.ch/primavera

NATURAL & ORGANIC PRODUCTS GASTRONORD (STOCKHOLM)
EUROPE (LONDON)

Sun 1

Thu 10

FRUIT LOGISTICA (BERLIN)

salon-fromage.com

MAY

Fri 14

bellavita.com

specialtyfood.com

ism-cologne.com

Tue 1

Wed 9

PRODEXPO (MOSCOW)

prosweets.com

APRIL

Thu 13

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

wine-professional.nl

Tue 1

MARCH

Wed 12

BIO-BEURS (ZWOLLE)
bio-beurs.nl
WINE PROFESSIONAL (AMSTERDAM)

JANUARY
FEBRUARY

Tue 11

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FREE FROM FOOD ASIA
(BANGKOK)

finefoodaustralia.com.au

Fri 7

Sat 8

Sun 9

Mon 10

Tue 11

Wed 12

Thu 13

AGROPRODMASH (MOSCOW)

Fri 14
agroprodmash-expo.ru/en

Sat 17

Sun 18

Mon 19

drinktec.com

NATEXPO (LYON)

anufoodindia.com

IBIE (LAS VEGAS)

Sun 16

Wed 21

Thu 22

Mon 17

Tue 18

Sat 24

Sun 25

Mon 26

Wed 19

Thu 20

Fri 21

BIOFACH AMERICA (PHILADELPHIA)

world-food.ru

Sat 22

Sun 23

NATURAL PROD. EXPO EAST (PHILADELPHIA)
Mon 24

Tue 25

Wed 26

GOOD FOOD & WINE SHOW (BRISBANE)

sialparis.com

B2CHEESE (BERGAMO)
b2cheese.it

bakingexpo.com

WORLDFOOD MOSCOW*

SIAL PARIS

Thu 27

Fri 28

Sat 29

Sun 30

Mon 31

SIAL CHINA SOUTH (SHENZHEN)

goodfoodshow.com.au

WINE2WINE (VERONA)*

biofach-america.com

Fri 23

natexpo.com

freefromfoodexpo.com

Sat 15

Tue 20

sialchina.com

wine2wine.net

expoeast.com

NOVEMBER

Tue 1

Wed 2

Thu 3

Fri 4

Sat 5

Sun 6

MERANO WINEFESTIVAL (MERANO)*

Mon 7

Tue 8

Wed 9

(VERONA)*
meranowinefestival.com B/OPEN
b-opentrade.com

Thu 10

Fri 11

SIAL INTERFOOD (JAKARTA)

Sat 12

Mon 14

Tue 15

SIMEI (MILAN)

YUMMEX M.EAST + GULFOOD M. (DUBAI)

Thu 1

Fri 2

Sat 3

Sun 4

DECEMBER

Mon 5

Tue 6

Wed 7

SIAL MIDDLEAST (ABU DHABI)*

ibwsshow.com

Thu 8

sialme.com

Fri 9

Sun 11

Mon 12

OMAN AGROFOOD (MUSCAT)

FOOD AFRICA (CAIRO)*

* DATES TO BE CONFIRMED

TECHNOLOGIES

Sat 19

Sun 20

simei.it

Mon 21

Tue 22

WBWE (AMSTERDAM)*

Wed 23

Thu 24

Fri 25

Sat 26

Sun 27

Mon 28

Tue 29

Wed 30

Sun 25

Mon 26

Tue 27

Wed 28

Thu 29

Fri 30

worldbulkwine.com

ALL4PACK (PARIS)

all4pack.com

FREE FROM FUNCTIONAL FOOD
EXPO (AMSTERDAM)

freefromfoodexpo.com

Tue 13

Wed 14

omanagrofood.com

Thu 15

Fri 16

Sat 17

Sun 18

Mon 19

Tue 20

SUPERWINE (SHANGHAI)*

Wed 21

Thu 22

Fri 23

Sat 24

superwinechina.com

PLMA (AMSTERDAM)

pacprocess-mea.com

WINE

Fri 18

wofex.com

PAC PROCESS MEA (CAIRO)*

ORGANIC

Thu 17

nordicorganicexpo.com

WOFEX WORLD FOOD EXPO (MANILA)*
Sat 10

Wed 16

NORDIC ORGANIC FOOD FAIR
(MALMÖMÄSSAN)*

yummex-me.com / gulfoodmanufacturing.com
FHC CHINA (SHANGHAI) fhcchina.com/en

IBWSS (SAN FRANCISCO)*

FOOD

Sun 13

Sialinterfood.com

plmainternational.com

foodafrica-expo.com

l

by

Sat 31
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LAICA

PAOLO LAZZARONI&FIGLI

MESSORI CIOCCOLATERIA
www.messoricioccolato.it

www.mielizia.com

www.pinsami.it

www.fiorentinialimentari.it

www.probios.it - https://shop.probios.it

PROBIOS

PASTICCERIA QUADRIFOGLIO

SHOT&CHOC LAICA
The Shot&Choc series, inspired by cocktails, combine the unmistakable taste
of Laica chocolate to the predominant
ingredients of the most iconic mixes. Desirous ‘Shottini’ to bite that give to the
palate the fruity and fresh notes of the
Cosmopolitan, the pungent and spicy
ones of the Moscow Mule and the rich
and irreplaceable taste of the Spritz.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
90 g stand up bag, 1 kg pillow bag.
International certifications
BRC, International Food Standard, UTZ,
Rspo, Kosher, Sedex, Fairtrade.

PANETTONE FREE TIME DATES,
HONEY AND ALMOND
The new Panettone range ‘Free Time’ is
inspired by the Lazzaroni’s family archive
and is dedicated to outdoor sports. With
vintage designs, the whole range features modern flavors: together with the
staples – Classic, Limoncello, Pistachio –
in 2021 Lazzaroni introduced Panettone
Free Time Dates, Honey and Almonds.
Together with each Free Time carton an
embossed metal tin with one of the vintage designs is delivered. The company
provides its customers with mixed cases
to give their clients the opportunity to use
the whole line to decorate the shops windows.
Shelf life
8 months.
Packaging details
750 g, hand-wrapped.
International certifications
BRC.

MILK MAXI CHOCROC
Wafer cigarette filled with hazelnut cream, milk chocolate coated with amaretto
bits.
Ingredients
Hazelnut cream, wafer cigar, milk chocolate, amaretto bits.
Packaging details
27 g, 32 pcs in 1 display.
Shelf life
12 months.

COCOA, COCONUT AND HONEY BAR
A crunchy bar in which the intense taste
of cocoa and the scent of coconut combine with the sweetness of organic Italian honey from Mielizia beekeepers. The
bar is a source of fiber and made without
flavorings and syrups, with few and selected organic ingredients.
Ingredients
Cocoa, coconut, honey, almonds, sunflower seeds, crunchy oats, rapé coconut.
Packaging details
25 g bar. Wrap and 20 units in display.
Shelf life
16 months from production date.

PINSAMI FRESCHEZZA GOURMET
INTEGRALE
Pinsami Freschezza Gourmet Integrale
is a high quality Italian pinsa base made
with flour mix, bran and cereal residue,
wheat germ and seed mix. The dough
undergoes a long and slow rising, then is
rolled out by hand. When the pinsa bases
are cooked at controlled temperature, it
only takes five minutes in the oven to
cook exquisite gourmet recipes at home.
Pinsami Freschezza Gourmet Integrale is
high in fiber and without animal fats.
Shelf life
45 days.
Packaging details
2x230 g. Each package contains two
precooked pinsa bases, vacuum packed.

ORGANIC SMALL TRIANGULAR
CORN CAKES WITH SEA SALT
Small corn cakes with sea salt from organic farming.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
Squared bottom pack, about 6 g.
International certifications
Bio, Vegan and Gluten free.

BIS-FREE VANILLA FILLING
Probios Vanilla Bis-free are tasty cocoa
biscuits filled with a delicious vanilla-flavored cream. Naturally lactose-free and
egg-free, they are specifically formulated
for those on a gluten-free and vegan diet.
Offered in a convenient single-serving
format to be enjoyed everywhere. Available in 125 g paper box also with two-tone
biscuit (cocoa and vanilla) with cocoa filling.
Shelf life
10 months.
Packaging details
125 g plastic bag, paper case.
International certifications
Organic.

CAKE IN JAR
The Italian way to Cake in jar. From the
Usa’s trend, a new range of trendy layered desserts created by pastry chefs to
be enjoyed with family and friends or by
yourself. Two lines available: Gluten free
- Tiramisu, Cappuccino, 3 Chocolates,
Lemon Tart; and Special - Death by Chocolate, Birthday Cake, Yogurt & Berries.
Shelf life
15 months frozen, 5 days after defrosting
(+4°C)
Packaging details
Net weight 65-80 g. Glass jar + aluminum
cap. Carton of 6 jars.
International certifications
BRC.

NÁTTÚRA

NUTKAO

MIELIZIA

PINSALAB

FIORENTINI

www.pasticceriaquadrifoglio.com

follow

PEDON

www.pivetti.it – www.pivettihub.it

www.nattura.it

www.nutkao.com

www.pedon.it

TRITICUM TYPE 2
Molini Pivetti’s new Decortec stone
technology allows the wheat grain to be
delicately milled, respecting its precious
parts. In a single processing phase, a fullbody milled flour is obtained, rich in the
most precious parts of this prized cereal.
The first husking process eliminates the
surface layers of the grain, excluding the
outer, and therefore less noble, leaves.
The result is an important increase in the
healthiness of our flour. In the second
process, husking selects the innermost
cruscal layers of the grain, which are the
richest in vitamins, proteins, minerals,
anti-oxidants and fibre; all elements derived from the aleurone layer. The result is
a flour with a rustic flavour, golden colour
and rich in fibre.
Shelf life
365 days.
Packaging details
5 kg + paper bag.

FRUIT PROTEIN SPORT NÁTTÚRA
COOKIES
Fruit Protein Sport Náttúra Cookies have
15 g of protein and are ideal for nutrition
for athletes and sportsmen. They are dairy free, egg free, palm oil free and high
in fiber. It is made with 14% of the contained starches it consists of resistant
starch: the replacement of digestible
starches with resistant starch in a meal
helps reduce the post-prandial glycemic
response. They also have 65% less saturated fat than the best-selling shortbread
biscuits on the market.
Shelf life
4 months.
Packaging details
200 g pack.

GENTILE MILK AND HAZELNUT
SPREAD
Nutkaoʼs ‘Gentile’ spread is an explosion
of flavours, each one recognisable on
its own and blended around the famous
‘Tonda Gentile’ hazelnut which makes it
creamy, giving it a rounded and delicate taste packed with natural, premiumquality milk. ‘Gentile’ spread releases
a unique bouquet of flavours, each one
intense and distinctive. It melts in the
mouth whilst maintaining the lightness of
the raw materials from which it is made.
Shelf life
18 months.
Packaging details
350 g glass jar.
International certifications
Rspo, Kosher .

THE PULSE-BASED SNACK OVEN
ROASTED NOT FRIED
Pedon’s new pulses are oven-roasted,
not fried to preserve their natural shape
and nutritional properties but also make
them extremely crunchy and flavourful.
Rich in protein and fibre, they are free
from gluten, artificial aromas and preservatives. 2 clusters to satisfy different
snacking occasions: five 100% natural
varieties of pulses mixed with special fruits, as a perfect alternative to dried fruits
and trail mixes; and three combinations
of pulses seasoned with special flavourings.
Ingredients
Chickpeas / Edamame / Fava Beans,
Chickpeas, Lentils / Edamame, Fava beans, Raisins / Fava beans, Cranberries,
Pumpkin seeds / Fava beans with seasalt
and black pepper / Edamame with paprika / Chickpeas and lentils with chili.
Shelf life
14 months.
Packaging details
Resealable doypack 90 g.
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Discover our sweet news!
NEW PROPOSAL FOR EVERY MOMENT!

Let’s try our tart base
with lemon cream and
strawberries, for a
fresh delight, or a more
delicious alternative
with a chocolate cream
and raspberries
79 - Ø

36
CA52

UST

M CR

22 C

Y TO
EAD

R
BASE

523001ROL
CLASSIC “ROLLED UP” SPONGE CAKE

PG523692
LEMON TASTE TARTLETS 4 PIECES

ILLED

BE F

CA523442
APPLES, CINNAMON AND
RAISINS 250G CAKE

info@athenacomunicazione.com

MOLINI PIVETTI

www.chiostrodisaronno.it

BHB ITALIA SRL | Via Luigi Negrelli 4 | 31038 Paese (TV) Italia | T +39 0422 1724585 | www.bhb.name

www.laica.eu
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www.sarchio.com

SARCHIO

www.tartuflanghe.com

TARTUFLANGHE

www.orelieteperugia.it

ORE LIETE

TERRE DI PUGLIA

BIRIBÒ DARK CHOCOLATE
Organic, gluten free and palm oil free, Biribò Sarchio are delicious biscuit sticks
covered with extra dark chocolate. The
base is a shortbread pastry that uses
only selected ingredients such as 100%
Italian rice flour. Biribò Sarchio are perfect for recharging your energy in a healthy and appetizing way.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
130 g. Eco-friendly packaging, with cookie tray and outer wrapping that are totally recyclable in paper.
International certifications
Organic and gluten free.

TRIFULÒT ORANGE SPECIAL
EDITION
A new delicious black praline with candied orange zest in a special edition box.
Shelf life
9 months.
Packaging details
140 g, in a special box.
International certifications
BRC, IFS, ‘Eccellenza Artigiana’.

FIOR DI TORTA
Soft, light and fragrant flower cake in two
variants: Cherry or Peach, for a fresh and
spring taste.
Shelf life
6 months.
Packaging details
750 g hand-wrapped.
International certifications
BRC, IFC.

TARALLI SCHIACCIATI CLASSIC
Terre di Puglia presents ‘Taralli Schiacciati’: the most popular snack of the
Apulian tradition, ‘Tarallo’, reborn in a
new dimension of texture, taste and consumption. Made according to an articulated process of forming and pressing,
the ‘Taralli Schiacciati’ have a hybrid
texture, between crumbly and crunchy,
and a solidity similar to that of a crouton
that makes it versatile in multiple ways of
consumption.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
250 g.
International certifications
BRC, IFS, Organic, Kosher.

www.terredipuglia.it

www.tipicodisardegna.com

www.valledorospa.it

VALLEDORO

SECONDO VERGANI
www.vergani.it

www.matildevicenzi.com

KIT TIRAMISÙ - READY
IN 10 MINUTES IN 5 SIMPLE STEPS
The complete kit for tiramisu with Savoiardone di Sardegna is Tipico’s new entry. Just 10 minutes and 5 simple steps
to make a spoon dessert - the most loved Italian dessert in the world - ready
to be shared with friends and family. All
the experience and quality of the Made in
Italy in a convenient and elegant package that contains 8 Savoiardoni di Sardegna (ladyfingers), the tiramisu cream
mix, instant coffee, unsweetened cocoa
powder, and a convenient tray for the
preparation, you just need to add whipping cream.
Shelf life
365 days.

SALTELLI INTEGRALI
The new breadsticks, with 100% wholemeal flour to make them delicate and
genuine.
Shelf life
8 months
Packaging details
100 g flowpack.
International certifications
BRC, IFS.

3 TASTES ASSORTED BAG
Assorted bag of chocolate pralines in three flavors: milk chocolate with hazelnut
cream, milk chocolate with milk cream,
dark chocolate with hazelnut cream.
Shelf life
18 months
Packaging details
Self-standing bag of 1 kg.
International certifications
BRC, IFS, UTZ, ISO, Rspo, Smeta.

MAGNIFICO WAFER LATTE
& MAGNIFICO WAFER NOCCIOLA
Matilde Vicenzi interprets with pastry
mastery the wafer tradition through the
launch of Magnifico wafer cubes, available in two delicious flavors: Milk and Hazelnut. This light and friable wafer pairs
with Italian milk or with Italian toasted hazelnuts in a perfect marriage. Both Milk
and Hazelnut wafers are free from palm
oil, colorings or preservatives. Perfect for
every occasion.
Shelf life
12 months.
Packaging details
125 g, flowpack.
International certifications
ISO, BRC, IFS.

I MASINI – BRAND TIPICO/LA BUONA SARDEGNA

VICENZI

end
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MARKETS&DATA

Italian cuisine: a quality
guarantee in the world
All-time record for made in Italy f&b exports globally, that register 11% increase,
therefore reaching 52 billion euros at the end of 2021. The performance
of the main segments and an analysis of the importing countries.
“The Italian agri-food sector has overcome the crisis caused by the Covid pandemic, and it is stronger than ever, with food
export having reached an all-time record,
registering 11% increase for a total value of
52 billion euros at the end of 2021”, says Ettore Prandini, president of Coldiretti. During
the first 10 months of the year, among the
main importing countries there is the USA,
ranking second, having registered a 15%
increase from January to October 2021,
compared to the same period in 2020. Germany jumped to the top of the charts with
a 6% increase, and France comes third with
+7%. Follows the UK, where the export decreased by 1% due to difficulties caused
by the Brexit, from tariff procedures to the
increasing transportation costs brought on
by delays and stricter regulations. Good
performances are also registered by the
Russian market with a 14% increase and
by China that grows 39%. In the meantime,

WINE

According to the latest data by
Unione Italiana Vini, the association
that represents Italian wine
producers, in the first nine months
of 2021 the segment increased
by 15% compared to the same
period in 2020, accounting for 5.1
billion euros. And the exported
quantity amounted to 16.2 million
hectoliters. On top of the charts
rank sparkling wines (+28.6%) with
Asti (+13%) and Prosecco, that
decreased by 40% thanks to the
boom in sales on the American
market. The PDO bottled wines
grew 18.8%, whereas bulk wine
decreases by 5%. USA’s sales,
in particular, increased by 23.1%
and account for over a quarter of
the Italian wine export. Doubledigit growth also for Canada, The
Netherlands, France, Sweden,
Belgium, Russia and China.
The latter imported 91.7
million euros worth of
Italian wine, increasing by
53.2%. The EU market
overall registered a 9.2%
increase, with Germany
being the second
importing country in 2021
accounting for a 815
million-euro turnover.

Tricolore in tavola:
garanzia di qualità in tutto il mondo
È record storico per le esportazioni alimentari italiane nel mondo, che registrano un balzo dell’11%, raggiungendo così i 52 miliardi di
euro a fine 2021. Positivi gli andamenti di tutti
i principali comparti. Tra i maggiori importatori
figurano gli Stati Uniti, che si collocano al secondo posto, inoltre la Germania si posiziona in
cima alla classifica con un incremento del 6%.
Terza sul podio la Francia con +7%. Al quarto,
segue la Gran Bretagna, che registra però difficoltà dovute alla Brexit. Va segnalata, poi, la
crescita del 14% del mercato russo e del 39%
di quello cinese. Nel frattempo, continua anche
la lotta al fenomeno dell’Italian sounding. Secondo Coldiretti ammonta a 100 miliardi di euro
il valore del falso agroalimentare italiano. Sono
circa due su tre, a livello globale, i prodotti venduti come italiani, ma che non hanno alcun legame produttivo con il Bel Paese.

CHEESE

DELI MEATS

the fight against the ‘Italian sounding’ phenomenon continues. According to the most
recent estimates, fake 'made in Italy' food
develops a tur nover of 100 billion euros all
over the world. This means that globally two
products out of three are fake and have no
production connection with the Peninsula.
The phenomenon, which has registered a
70% increase in the last 10 years, reached
a peak during the pandemic. Among the
most striking examples, there are American
wine ‘Chianti Classic’ and ‘Romano Cheese’, Argentinian ‘Reggianito’ and ‘Grana
Pampeana’, Canadian ‘Veneto Salami’ and
the Australian ‘Perfect Italiano Parmesan’.
Easter n Europe witnesses a boom in sales
of ‘Spaghetti Bolognese’ and ‘Torti carbonara’, but also wines such as ‘Perisecco’
and ‘Meer Secco’. Not to mention the longlasting fight with Croatian ‘Prosek’. Here
below, a brief analysis of the state of the
main food segments.

In 2021’s first semester, cured meats
export’s turnover accounted for 850
million euros (+13% compared to the
same period in 2020), with 91,000
tons exported abroad. Inside the
European Union perimeter, which is
the area where Italy makes two thirds
of its cured meats export turnover,
Germany stands out with +9% value
and the French market increased by
7%. Significant performances are
registered also by Belgium, Austria
and Spain. Overseas, the USA are
on top of the ranking, with +65.9%
volume and 48% value compared to
the same period in 2020. Prosciutto
Crudo remains the most loved
and therefore imported product by
Americans. Moreover, Prosciutto
Cotto, Pancetta, Salame and
Mortadella, that are still overall niche
products, witness a 30% increase
in the demand. The UK market,
notwithstanding a few uncertainties,
is still the most relevant among the
extra-UE ones, with over 7,500
tons of cured meat imported,
resulting in
81-millioneuro turnover
for the
segment’s
companies.

Good news for the cheese and dairy
segment as well according to the
report ‘AgriMercati’ on Q3 2021
by Ismea (the Italian organization
for the agri-food market). During
the first eight months of 2021,
cheese and dairy products’ exports
witnessed a double-digit growth:
+9.5% volume and +10.7% value.
The main importing countries of
Italian cheeses once again proved
to be European ones, which all
registered a positive performance
for all the historically most exported
products, especially Grana Padano
PDO and Parmigiano Reggiano PDO
(+4.5% volume and +9.1% value
if compared to January-August
2020) and fresh cheese (+13% both
volume and value). Italian cheeses
got back on track also thanks to
the removal of Trump’s extra tariffs
and the loosening of anti-Covid
restrictions. In particular, excellent
performances were witnessed by
France (+13.8%), Belgium (+20.8%)
and The Netherlands (+15.6%). Apart
from the trade with
the European Union,
the USA’s recovery
proceeds smoothly,
having increased by
+27.3%.
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PASTA

Italy is without a doubt pasta’s global
manufacturing leader. In fact, one
plate of pasta out of four in the world
is Italian, for a total of 3.9 million
tons produced by pasta industries.
And 62% of the production is
exported abroad. The performance
of the first seven months of 2021
registered a slight decline (-9.4%
value) compared to 2020, however
pasta export increased by 13% in
comparison with the same period
in 2019, before the outbreak of the
pandemic. Considering the volume
of pasta exported towards the five
main strategic markets, the ones
that absorb more than half of Italian
exports, the balance is positive for
Germany (+6%), France (+2%),
Japan (+4%) and above all the USA
(+10%). The only slight decrease, if
compared to 2019, is registered by
the UK (-4%) due to the Brexit. The
countries in Northern Europe and
North America are the most highperforming, but the East certainly
does not lag
far behind. In
particular, during
the first seven
months of 2021,
South Korea peaked
with +18%.
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THE INTERVIEW

ZOOM

“Food culture? It only
exists in Italy and France”

Advertising
is no 'child's play'

It was this summer’s market rumor,
anticipated by the site Alimentando on
25 August and then confirmed by an official press release. We are talking about
the acquisition of prosciutto manufacturer Pio Tosini, specialized in high-quality
Parma, by Ca Animation, that comprises Loste Tradi-France. During the trade
show Tuttofood, organized by Fiera Milano on the past october, we managed
to meet Antoine D’Espous, president
of Loste Tradi-France, at their crowded
stand. Founded in 1866, today the
group boasts 10 factories, five distribution sites in France and a 400-millioneuro turnover. Four years ago, it finalized the acquisition of the majority stake
in Dok Dall’Ava, a company that produces prosciutto San Daniele premium
and other products that are appreciated
both in Italy and abroad.

In our society, which is always connected and
subject to constant communication stimuli, advertising
plays a central role. In our daily lives it appears on newspapers, billboards, television and social networks. All
of which are freely accessible to people of all ages.
But if the role of marketing is to ‘attract’ consumers
or raise awareness on certain topics, it has become
increasingly important to pay attention to the content
transmitted to the public. And, in particular, to children.
For this purpose, in the food sector, several countries
are resorting to specific laws that regulate the promotion of products considered unhealthy for kids. Their
work is assisted by the authorities that monitor the
circulation of contents, and sometimes by the companies themselves, with self-regulation commitments.

The acquisition of Dok Dall’Ava in 2017 and Pio Tosini in 2021. Loste Tradi-France aims
at tightening the bond between the two countries through strategic operations
in the PDO segment. The exclusive interview at the group’s president, Antoine D’Espous.

Mister D’Espous, how did operation Pio Tosini come about?
My group has always been focused
on premium goods: there are almost
2,000 products in our catalogue, and all
of them are of the highest quality. We
sell them all over the world, Asia, Uk,
Dubai, with an important business in
France in the traditional retail channel
and in the specialized gastronomies.
The choice to invest in Italy, following
in the footsteps of what we did in 2017
with Dok Dall’Ava, derives from a simple
fact.
And that is?
In the world there are only two big
food cultures: the Italian and French
one.
According to you, why is that so?
In areas such as Russia, China or Eastern Europe, communism completely
cancelled food culture, flattening the
population’s taste. Not to mention the
United States or Germany, where an
authentic 360-degree food culture does
not exist. So, it came natural to me to
consider Italy.
What struck you the most about
prosciutto manufacturers that specialize in PDO?
Pio Tosini is among the three or four
best producers of Prosciutto di Parma,

between the Italian and French market.
In which way?
I want Italy to have the best of French
products and France the best of Italian
goods, starting from Dok Dall’Ava and
Pio Tosini.
How much is the French market
worth for Dok Dall’Ava?
Almost 20%. But the products of the
firm are present in 47 countries.
From left: Carlo Dall’Ava, Antoine and Edouard d’Espous

and Dok Dall’Ava is very well known for
its high-quality San Daniele. The production process of PDO Italian prosciutto is a guarantee. First of all, for the raw
material, which needs to be carefully selected. And then because the production process is very detailed: Pio Tosini
has a traditional approach that struck
me immediately. When we visited the
site, we were impressed by the quality
and the production process.

that we have a lot of work to do.

Are PDOs or the two companies’
brands more important?
It is a good question: the two aspects
need to coexist. PDOs are ever more
appreciated by consumers because
they guarantee the safety of the product and the manufacturing process.
But even the brands Pio Tosini and Dok
Dall’Ava are very strong because they
are even more distinctive.

This situation differs from Dok
Dall’Ava
Yes, these are two distinct situations
with different requirements. It is true that
my group owns the majority stake of
Dok Dall’Ava, but for us it is crucial that
Carlo Dall’Ava stays totally involved in
the management. Even in Pio Tosini the
Ghersetich family remains in the company represented by Nicola Ghersetich.

How are you going to increase the
value of Pio Tosini?
Our goal is to introduce the company’s prosciutto in the high-end Horeca channel, focusing on the promotion
of a special product and by illustrating
the manufacturing process. Let’s say

Your intervention in the Friuli-based firm was positively evaluated by
the market, whereas some medias
had a more superficial approach…
I want to be clear on this matter. The
aim is to strengthen even more the
brand and to create a positive synergy

What do you mean?
I will answer with an imagery which I
think is effective: at this stage, Pio Tosini
is a bit like a beautiful girl that is asleep.
Do you know ‘Sleeping Beauty’?
And you are the prince who can
wake her up…
Exactly.

“La cultura del cibo? Esiste solo in Italia e Francia”
L’acquisizione da parte di Ca Animation, che comprende Loste TradiFrance, del prosciuttificio Pio Tosini, è stato il rumor di mercato del 2021.
Fondato nel 1866, oggi Loste Tradi-France conta 10 stabilimenti, cinque
siti di distribuzione in Francia, e sviluppa un fatturato di 400 milioni di
euro. E quattro anni fa ha portato a termine l’acquisizione della maggioranza di Dok Dall’Ava, azienda produttrice di San Daniele premium.
L’obiettivo: rafforzare il legame tra Francia e Italia tramite operazioni
strategiche nel segmento Dop. Ne abbiamo parlato con il presidente del
gruppo, Antoine D’Espous.
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Is Loste Tradi-France planning on
acquiring other Italian firms?
I am more interested in quality rather
than quantity. I prefer to have a few,
small companies with excellent products in my pocket that can still be developed.
What do you think about the Italian
deli meat market?
It is a hard market, where modern
distribution plays a key role. Big cities
are important, but there are not many
quality stores. In France we had a very
similar situation a while back, with the
continuous shutdown of small quality
shops. Then, the traditional retail business bounced back and now it works
well. I think Italy will follow this direction:
we need to convince young people to
open new shops, specialized high-quality gastronomies because Italy has a
very solid starting point. Unfortunately,
the supermarket boom is not aiding this
process. In France, every year 1,500
young people follow professional paths
in order to open these activities. I think
that in Italy, in the modern distribution
stores, specialties like prosciutto di Parma, for instance, are not valued enough.
And what do you think is the reason?
There is no time to know the companies deeply and the workers are not
that familiar with the production process. But it is an extraordinary process
indeed, where tradition and modernity
coexist, and it deserves to be discovered and passed on. In France and in
Italy such an educational path is easier
than in other countries precisely because there is a unique food culture.

The measures taken to protect kids and teens. The bans introduced by
different countries. And the commitment of associations and companies
to regulate food marketing. With 'shock' awareness campaigns.

The work of the IAP
In Italy, the authority in charge for the control of contents is the Istituto dell'Autodisciplina Pubblicitaria,
IAP in short. It is a legal entity that has been regulating
commercial communication since 1966, in order to
provide consumers with correct information and ensure fair competition between companies.
The decisions of the IAP are based on the Self-Regulatory Code of Commercial Communications, applied by two independent bodies: the Review Board,
which works to protect consumers, and the Jury, the
judicial body. The main players in the world of commercial communication are also part of the Institute:
this includes companies, communication agencies,
media and their concessionaires.
The Code is constantly updated in order to follow
the evolution of the sector's and society's needs, such
as those posed by digital communication and influencer marketing. In this regard, the IAP has launched the
Digital Chart, the first landmark ruling for the sector
in Italy. Its aim is to map the most widespread forms
of digital commercial communication and, for each of
them, to indicate the methods to be followed to make
their commercial purpose transparent.
Alongside with the Institute's activities, there are also
a series of initiatives carried out by the associations
and companies of the agri-food sector themselves,
which are committed to self-regulation of content regarding the promotion of made in Italy products. First
and foremost, by programming the advertising of certain products only in environments and at times that
are suitable for the target audience. For example, in
recent months Assobibe, the Confindustria organization representing soft drinks producers, has signed
new self-regulation objectives in marketing and sales
activities for beverages in collaboration with the Ministry of Health. These include a cut in the sugar content
of drinks and a reduction in their sales in schools. As
well as the rise to 13 years old of the threshold for
abstaining from promotional and marketing activities
in channels aimed at children.

La pubblicità non è ‘un gioco da ragazzi’
Le misure a tutela dei più piccoli. I divieti introdotti dai diversi Paesi. E
l’impegno di associazioni e aziende per regolamentare il food marketing.
Con campagne di sensibilizzazione ‘shock’. In una società come quella
attuale, sempre connessa e soggetta a continui stimoli comunicativi, la
pubblicità assume un ruolo centrale. Nella vita quotidiana, ricorre infatti
su giornali, cartelloni, Tv e social network. Tutti strumenti a libero accesso di persone di ogni fascia d’età. Se però il ruolo del marketing è quello
di ‘attrarre’ i consumatori o sensibilizzare su determinati argomenti, è diventato sempre più fondamentale porre attenzione ai contenuti trasmessi al pubblico. E, in particolare, ai bambini. A questo scopo, in ambito
alimentare, diversi Paesi stanno ricorrendo a normative specifiche che
regolano la promozione di prodotti ritenuti poco sani per i più piccoli. Al
loro fianco, gli enti che si occupano di disciplinare la diffusione di contenuti, e talvolta le stesse aziende, con impegni di autoregolamentazione.

Different country, different ban
In the last few years, more and more countries have
tried to restrict the advertising of sweets and soft
drinks addressed to children. The most recent was
Spain, which was concerned about the rising national rate of childhood obesity. In November 2021, the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Alberto Garzón, announced the introduction of a ban from 2022 on the
diffusion of advertising content aimed at children featuring sweets with chocolate or sugar, energy bars,
desserts and baked goods, as well as sugary drinks,
energy drinks, juices, ice cream and biscuits. More
in detail, the law wanted to ban all commercials on
children's television channels, limit them in generalist
channels and on the radio, and ban them during the
times of the day considered preferential for under16s. The same rules were applied online, on social
networks and websites, with a ban on advertisements aimed at children under 16 years old.
Another case worth mentioning comes from Mexico. In 2014, the government banned television
advertising for soft drinks, snacks, sweets and chocolate between 14.30 and 19.30 on weekdays and
7.30 and 19.30 during weekends. In addition, the
previous year the country had introduced a tax on
high-calorie foods and drinks.
The UK has committed to this issue too and has
developed numerous specific measures over the
years. In February 2019 the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, decided to ban junk food advertisements
from the capital's public transport network. Adverts
for sugary drinks, cheeseburgers, chocolate bars
and salty nuts were banned, as well as references
to company brands or restaurants, unless accompanied by references to healthy foods. The crackdown
was also extended to butter, olive oil, pesto, cheese,
bouillon cubes, mayonnaise and soy sauce. In June
2021, Prime Minister Boris Johnson also proposed
to introduce a ban, from 2023, on the broadcasting
of adverts for the most calorific foods or drinks be-
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fore 9pm. Which applied to television but also to the
ads on social media.
The impact of images
Countermarketing is a communication technique
that uses 'strong' images to dissuade people from
a certain behaviour. This method is already used in
Italy, especially in anti-smoking campaigns, with pictures on cigarette packets, but also for the so called
'Pubblicità Progresso', special advertising campaigns that speak about civil or social problems. However, in several cases, this 'dissuasive' communication
strategy is also used to discourage the consumption
of alcohol and of food considered unhealthy. This
was the aim of a group of researchers from the University of Washington, who conducted a study on the
potential of countermarketing in food. Specifically, on
children's products.
The research involved 1,600 parents from Latin
America (among the areas with the highest per capita consumption of sugary drinks), who were asked
about their perception of advertisements and the
criteria they followed when buying food products for
their children. Then, for six weeks, the researchers
showed them pictures, dividing the participants into
three groups according to their answers in the previous phase. The first group was shown only negative
images of fruit juices, the second group was shown
both negative images of juices and positive ones of
water, and the third, the control group, was shown
warnings about car seat belts. In the last phase, the
parents had to simulate a purchase from a fake ecommerce site offering 100% fruit juices, water, sugary or fruit drinks.
As reported by the American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, it was found that parents who only saw the
negative messages decreased their purchases of juices and soft drinks by 31% compared to the control
group, and those who also saw the positive messages about water registered a decrease of -43%.

Source: www.truthaboutfruitdrinks.com, from a research of the University of Washington
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INSIGHT

The future
Meta-market

Zuckerberg’s metaverse promises
to revolutionize the Internet.
Many are the sectors that will be
influenced, from trade to personal life.
We tried to imagine what it will be like to
shop at a supermarket in the virtual reality.

What is it going to be like to
shop in a supermarket in the future? The question arises especially
after Mark Zuckerberg announced
to the world the rebranding of his
business group last 28 October,
during the Connect 2021 event.
Facebook (the company, not the
social network) changed its name.
It is now called Meta, the founder
took inspiration from Snow Crash,
a science fiction novel by American writer Neal Stephenson. But
the biggest news presented by
Zuckerberg is the metaverse. A
tridimensional space where people
can move and interact with one
another through avatars. It is not a
parallel universe that has nothing
to do with our world, but Meta’s
founder defined it as “Internet’s
next revolution”. It is definitely not
Zuckerberg’s invention. It is a dimension midway between the real
world and the virtual one, that offers the possibility to have more
immersive experiences in an augmented reality. Where you get to
run, practice sports, talk to friends and even shop. It was actually
the ex-Harvard prodigy who raised
doubts about the future of supermarkets. Through Meta’s Twitter
page, Zuckerberg asked the Texan
grocery giant H-E-B what shopping there in the metaverse will
look like. As for now, there is still
no answer to the question. However, we can try to imagine it.

could have a shopping experience
that resembles in many ways the
one we are used to. We could, in
fact, touch fruit, grab a box of pasta, packaged prosciutto or a soft
drink. According to the latest rumors coming from the Silicon Valley, the team of the Meta’s Reality
Labs Research has been working
on producing haptic gloves that
could enable users to experience
a variety of complex tactile sensations. Even though the objective is ambitious, and it will require a lot of time, Zuckerberg aims
at producing artificial intelligence
tools that will guarantee experiences that are as much as possible ‘realistic’. From the comfort
of their homes, customers could
walk along the supermarket’s lanes, look at all the products on
the shelves and read the information on the labels. No basket or
cart wheel will be required. And
once they will have chosen all the
products, they will simply exit the
store. The total will be automatically debited from their credit card
without having to stand or queue
at the checkout line. The grocery
shopping will not take much time
to directly reach the customer’s
home.
The decision
is up to the retail chains
If, by the comfort of their homes,
people will have the possibility to
explore the whole world virtually,
there is a high chance that very
little time will be dedicated to
life outside the augmented reality. And this will affect companies
too. In fact, they will be requested
a greater effort in order to develop strategies that could catch the
consumers’ interest. As much as
the advantages brought by the digital transformation will be loads,
the situation raises just as many

The
Meta-market
It will take many years before the idea of Meta-markets will
come about, but we can already
start to imagine what it will be like
to shop in the metaverse. First of
all, there will be no need to exit
our homes and go to our usual
supermarket. This surely means
advantages such as avoiding long
queues and also reducing emissions. Not to mention that this
possibility will be time-saving. The
interaction with the other customers will remain and, supposedly,
also with the shop assistants in
the store. It is still unclear whether
under an avatar form or not. By
wearing ad hoc gloves, customers

Il Meta-mercato
del futuro
Il metaverso di Zuckerberg promette di rivoluzionare Internet.
Tanti i settori che verranno influenzati, tra cui il retail. Abbiamo
provato a immaginarci come sarà fare la spesa nella realtà virtuale.
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doubts. Will there be just one metaverse that everybody will have
access to or will each company
be granted the possibility to create its own tridimensional space?
Moreover, which norms will be in
force in the metaverse? Will there be an oligopoly, where, once
again, companies the scale of
Amazon, Tesla and Microsoft are
going to hold the field? These are
all questions that, up until now,
still remain unanswered. But one
thing is for sure. Willingly or not,

Zuckerberg’s revolution – just like
all his previous announcements,
will lead to significant changes
and consequences. And it will be
up to the retail chains to decide
how to integrate the possibilities
of the virtual reality. On this matter, Carrefour has already decided
where it stands.
The partnership
with Carrefour
At the beginning of November, during the Digital Day that

took place in Paris, Carrefour
announced its aim to become a
strategic player in digital retail.
And Zuckerberg’s group will support the retail chain towards the
digital transformation by working
on different business aspects. As
far as internal communication is
concerned, it will be implemented
with the potentialities offered by
Workplace, Meta’s communication tool that connects all the employees of a company. The goal
is to allow Carrefour’s over 320

thousand workers, that span nine
countries (France, Italy, Spain,
Romania, Poland, The Netherlands, Taiwan, Argentina and Brazil)
to be part of the same community,
integrating the usual social network’s features in their work too.
Furthermore, Meta together with
the retail chain, will plan new strategies in order to establish a more
direct and personalized communication with the customers, for
example through WhatsApp and
Messenger.
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Who is afraid
of cyber-crime?

Cyberattacks are an increasingly worrying threat.
With severe economic consequences. The Clusit report 2021
investigates this global-wide emergency. Which has been
further exacerbated by the pandemic.
Cybercrime has become the world's third-largest economy - after the US and China - worth about 6 trillion
dollars annually. If in 2019 Europe was the target of 11%
of all attacks, this percentage increased to 17% in 2020
and reached 25% in 2021, according to the data released in the yearly Clusit Report on ICT security. Only in the
first semester of 2021, a 24% increase was registered.
And the escalation could be even underestimated.
The types of attacks
88% of the attacks carried out in the first half of 2021
occurred for cybercrime purposes, that is to say to get
money from the victims. A percentage up by 21% compared to the second half of 2020. Significant attacks
related to information warfare - the so-called ‘information war’ - also increased sharply: +18.2%. Cybercrime
and information warfare, together with cyber espionage, have recorded the highest number of attacks over
the last 10 years. Those classified as ‘cyber espionage’
activities, after the extraordinary peak reached in 2020
- mainly due to espionage actions related to the development of Covid-19 vaccines - decreased by 36.7% in
the first half of 2021. Compared to the second half of
2020, attacks in the hacktivism category decreased by
66.7%, thus representing 1% of the cases analyzed in
the first half of 2021.
How they take place
Clusit researchers have identified 8 major attack

techniques. In the first six months of 2021, the category showing the highest figures is that of ‘malware’
attacks, which now represent 43% of the total. The
second place in the rank is occupied by ‘unknown
techniques’, increasing by 13.9% compared to the
second half of 2020. This is due to the fact that many
attacks - a fifth of the total - become public after a
data breach. In this case, the regulations only require to provide a notification to the parties involved, but
not to provide the exact description of the attack method used, which therefore remains secret most of
the times. The other six macro-categories, in order,
are: 'known vulnerabilities’(+41.4%), ’phishing / social
engineering’ (-13%), ‘multiple techniques’ (+11.6%),
‘denial of service’ purposes (-42.9%), ‘identity theft /
account hacking’ (-29.5%).
Major targets
One out of four attacks is addressed to targets based in Europe. And the most affected category, in the
first half of 2021, were the institutions/governments.
On the second place is Healthcare, chosen by 13% of
web criminals. Third in the rank the so called ‘multiple
targets’: severe attacks carried out simultaneously by
the same criminal group against different organizations
operating in different sectors. Even if the wholesale/retail sector is the target of ‘only’ 5% of all cyberattacks,
it increased sharply between January and June 2021:
+61.3%.

Chi ha paura del cybercrime?
Quella del cybercrime è stata valutata come la terza maggior economia mondiale. E se nel 2019 l’Europa era l’obiettivo dell’11% degli attacchi informatici registrati su scala globale, questa percentuale è salita al 17% nel 2020 e si stima
abbia toccato il 25% nel 2021, come evidenzia l’annuale Rapporto Clusit sulla sicurezza Ict in Italia. Si tratta di violazioni
che hanno avuto un impatto sistemico in diversi aspetti della società, della politica, dell’economia e della geopolitica. Nel
primo semestre 2021, c’è stato un incremento del 24% rispetto allo stesso periodo del 2020. E secondo quanto riporta
Clusit, l’escalation potrebbe essere sottostimata. Anche a causa delle inusuali circostanze createsi con la pandemia.
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FOOD COMPANIES
AND RETAILERS
MORE AND MORE
FREQUENT
(AND VULNERABLE)
VICTIMS

What can be done to increase protection?
The first thing is to identify the vulnerabilities
and eliminate them. Second, a continuous monitoring should be carried out and new protection systems implemented. However, let’s say it
clearly: a 100% protection can’t be achieved.
What should be pursued is a level of protection
that makes a company less ‘attractive’ to cybercriminals than another one, just like a house in
which the alarm is installed is less attractive
than a house without it. Nevertheless, protection can’t be guaranteed only through systems,
but also by raising people’s awareness.

Interview with Emanuele
Filadelfio of CybergON, the
business unit dedicated to
information security of Elmec
Informatica.
First of all, what is Elmec Group?
Elmec is a third-party provider of Information
Technology services: from systems to data
center management, from cloud to additive
manufacturing. All these activities are bound
together by CybergON, the division that deals
with IT security and which monitors the activities in support and defense of the customer
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 40% of its
customer portfolio is made of food companies
and supermarket chains.
Why do you think the food and retail industry is such a juicy target to cybercrime?
First of all, the food industry is a complex
and decentralized supply chain, which begins
in the field and continues in the processing
plant, in logistics, in supermarkets, up to the
final customer. Along the way, there are many
situations of high vulnerability and difficult defense.
What are the most frequent attacks?
The paralysis of production caused by ransomware, that is a particular type of malware
that limits a user’s access to data and business processes unless a ransom is paid. In
production, one of the most critical issues is
that of quality, and unfortunately some cyberattacks can modify the parameters of a machine, degrading the quality of production and

Emanuele Filadelfio

thus determining a heavy impact on the brand
image. Then there is data extraction, with the
threat of selling them or making them public.
In short, there are many ‘rings’ that can be
broken. And each one is a potential point of
failure.
What has been done to fix these vulnerabilities?
Not much to date. The Italian food industry, which is investing heavily in new production technologies, still pays little attention to
IT issues, even if they are strictly connected
with the production ones. Compared to other
countries, primarily the US, most Italian companies operate with a level of protection that
was perhaps sufficient a few years ago, but
not today against increasingly structured and
complex cyberattacks.
Has the digitization introduced new risks?
Definitely. Until ten years ago, manufacturing
was completely separate from the IT world.
Today, all machines have at least the ability to
communicate with internal systems to monitor
the production. And all the new systems need
to guarantee access to external maintenance
operators. But the protection of these channels is not always done properly.

How?
Through continuous training activities on
users. Which are, without a doubt, the weakest
link in the chain. It is necessary to increase their
awareness and their level of attention and test
their training with simulated phishing campaigns: e-mail is still, indeed, cybercriminals’ most
used entry method. We therefore simulate a
cyberattack and observe the behavior of users:
those who click, who report, etc. It is important
to educate to awareness and not to be afraid to
admit a mistake. Because response times are
crucial and every minute that passes extends
the reach of the attack.
What results, on average, do you have
from these simulated phishing campaigns?
Generic campaigns usually have a very high
click rate: about 40% of users click or enter their
data. Subsequent campaigns are instead customized to the company. For instance, we rebuild
the company website and run campaigns as a
real attacker would do. We promote the concept
of ‘digital mistrust’: before exposing yourself, it
is always better to ask. Naturally, systems and
devices must be protected too. But in computer security, technologies and the human factor
must go hand in hand. And the smart working
has added further critical elements.
Which ones?
It resulted in an even greater decentralization
of activities, which opened up new vulnerabilities. The work and personal lives are more interconnected and, trivially, using the same device
to check personal and professional emails, or to
download a game on the same device used for
work purposes, is potentially dangerous.
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But it happens that, despite all precautions, an attack eventually occurs. And in
that case?
First, we need to understand what is going
on. An average attack within a company, a
ransomware that results in the production
block and in a ransom demand, lasts about
6-8 weeks. This means that the attacker
identifies a vulnerability in the company’s infrastructure and begins to carry out reconnaissance activities, as in the army, weeks
before ‘coming out’ and determining the production stop. The attacks are very targeted,
in order to push the company to pay the ransom.
What’s the average value of a ransom?
Not less than 5-10 million euros. And it is
generally established in relation to the victim’s turnover.
How often do companies surrender and
pay?
We do not know the exact number of companies victim of a ransom request and that
choose not to report it, but we believe it is
quite high, above 25%. Paying the ransom is
never a good idea in itself, primarily because
you can’t be sure that the data is returned. In
50% of cases, after paying, the data is indeed
not restored. And even if that happens, there
is no certainty that it was not first sold or
disclosed. Furthermore, paying the ransom is
illegal in Italy. Let’s say that it represents the
very last chance, when the company is one
step away from closing.
Are those in cybersecurity affordable investments?
The investment is directly proportional to
the size of the company. For instance, for
SMEs it doesn’t exceed 100,000 euros. If the
company decides to invest - and given the
trend, this is definitely the time to invest! part of the investment can also be discounted
by the cybersecurity insurance policy. Today,
I believe that there is more a problem of maturity and awareness than lack of funds. In
two years we have acquired about 50 now
customers, from small companies to large
corporations. And no negotiation was lost
because of an economic issue.
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A business dream
called Hong Kong

Un mercato da sogno
chiamato Hong Kong
L’andamento dei consumi, i canali distributivi e gli effetti della pandemia di Covid-19 sulla
città-stato asiatica. Dove l’Italia è il 20° maggior Paese fornitore. Il primo di cioccolato, olio
d'oliva e conserve di pomodoro. E dove il suo
stesso nome è sinonimo di qualità e cultura.

Consumption trends, distribution channels and the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on the
Asian city-state. Where Italy is the 20th supplier country and the leading one of chocolate,
olive oil and preserved tomatoes. And where its Name is synonym for quality and culture.
A market research published by the Italian Trade
Agency (ITA) in September 2021 takes stock of the Honk
Kong market situation, detailing how exports, distribution
channels and consumption habits too have changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. Especially for
what concerns the food & beverage retail market. Being a
British colony in the past, and with a long history of being
the most important international port of commerce in the
Asia-Pacific area, Hong Kong has attracted people, cultures, and traffic from all over the world.
The food culture imported from abroad has therefore
found a well-disposed and receptive – and also competitive - environment: alongside Chinese cuisine, other
Asian cuisines such as Japanese and Indian, and Western cuisines such as Italian and American are widely
appreciated. With Cantonese ethnicity making up more
than 90% of the resident population, Chinese cuisine,
in particular Cantonese, is undoubtedly the most widespread. However, the growing westernization of the Hong
Kong inhabitants has led to the adoption of eating habits
where Eastern and Western elements coexist. Apart from
Chinese cuisine, the most popular and widespread are
Japanese and Italian cuisine, as shown by the growing
number of Japanese and Italian restaurants opened over
the years.
In Hong Kong, the market is stratified, with a group of
consumers with great purchasing power, considerable
knowledge of foreign products, and willing to pay high
prices for more ‘niche’ and quality items – and that know
very well authentic Italian cuisine and Italian products;
and then a ‘middle class’, the majority in the city, educated and culturally prepared but more attentive to the price factor. Italian food products, Italian wines, and Italian
cuisine in general are highly appreciated also due to the
citizen’s love for Italian culture and lifestyle. Which discloses great possibilities for our food & beverage compa-

IMPORT STATISTICS 2020
(FROM ITALY TO HONG KONG)
Products
Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa (HS 1806)
Olive oil (HS 1509)
Tomato prepared pr preserved (HS 2002)
Mineral water (HS 22011020)
Kiwi (HS 08105000)
Vinegar (HS 2209)
Coffee (HS 0901)
Pasta (HS 1902)
Meat salted in brine, dried or smoked (HS 0210)
Mushroom including truffles (HS 07095990)
Cheese and curd (HS 0406)
Sauces and seasonings (HS 210390)
Sausages (HS 1601)
Preserve meat (HS 1602)
Bread, biscuits, cakes, pastry and baked goods (HS 1905)

nies. Also, Hong Kong is a free port where food and wine
products (excluding spirits with an alcohol content above
30%) are imported at zero duty.
Consumption trends under
the Covid-19 Pandemic
Since June 2019 the Hong Kong retail trade has
been affected by the social incidents and, according to
the HKSAR government, the outbreak of Covid-19 has
brought inbound tourism almost to a standstill (on which
the city-state heavily depends on) and caused severe disruptions to consumption related activities. Starting from
late March 2020, the HKSAR government has further
restricted people from entering Hong Kong and all nonHong Kong residents coming from overseas countries
by plane have been denied entry until the end of August
2021.
According to the latest figures from the Census and
Statistics Department, there is a slight increase of retail
sales in June 2021 year on year by 5.8%, but still far below the pre-pandemic level (June 2019). Particularly, the
value of sales of commodities in supermarkets decreased
by 7% in June 2021 over a year earlier.
According to the Hong Kong Trade Statistics elaborated by the ITA Hong Kong Office, considering the popularity and routine use of Italian condiments and groceries, in
2020 it contributes to the stable sales of several products
which are commonly used in the home such as olive oil
(+38.75% over 2019), sauce and seasoning (+12.55%),
tomatoes products (+3.24%), pasta (+36.04%). However,
a drop in cheese (-6.64%), cured meat (-28.8%,-9.02%)
and vinegar (-19.64) was registered, which are less frequently consumed at home. Italian products showing significant decline in 2020 over previous year are chocolate
(-25.17%) and coffee (-24.97%), mainly due to less festive celebrations and absence of tourists.
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FOOD IMPORT
REGULATIONS
Hong Kong is a free port except for
few product categories, namely tobacco, hydrocarbon oil, methyl alcohol
and alcoholic beverages with an alcohol content of more than 30%.
In general, other than few product
categories considered perishable or high-risk by their nature, exports of food
products do not require a prior written
permission or license from the competent authority of Hong Kong (Food and
Environment Hygiene Department).
To facilitate the release of goods at
customs, the Department recommends that shipments of food to Hong
Kong be accompanied by a health
certificate issued by the competent
health authority of the country of origin
which certifies that the food product
is suitable for human consumption. At
present, there are specific legal requirements for the import control of food
items such as game, meat, poultry
and eggs, milk and milk beverages,
and frozen confections due to their
perishable or high-risk nature. Hong
Kong food importers and traders are
ultimately responsible for compliance
with local regulations of the food they
process and offer for sale.
The Center for Foor Safety - which is
under the HK Food and Environment
Hygiene Department- is responsible
for food safety controls, import control
on live food animals as well as management of food incidents. It can collect
food samples to carry on some controls and sanction any violation.
Prepackaged food for sale in Hong
Kong shall be legibly marked and labeled in accordance with the requirements laid down in the Food and
Drugs (Composition and Labelling)
Regulations, Cap. 132 W (the Regulations). Unless there is an exemption
in the Regulations or otherwise stated,
the basic information should be marked or labeled in either the English or
the Chinese language or in both languages on the label of prepackaged
food.

IN LOVE WITH NOVELTIES
Hong Kong consumers, the report highlights, are particularly sensitive
to news and they are mostly keen on having new experiences in the
culinary field. Over the past 10 years, the level of awareness regarding
the relationship between diet and health sharply increased too, with
organic and vegetarian foods that have become more and more popular.
Since the demand for healthy foods has increased, the importance
of nutritional information has also increased. This is the reason why
producers should pay great attention in providing exhaustive food labels
and carry out training activities - aimed at operators, key opinion leaders
and consumers themselves - to better understand what distinguishes
Italian products in terms of quality, health and culture alike.

The standstill
of imports
In 2020, the total import value of food products (food
and live animals) in Hong Kong is approximately 21.1 billion dollars (18.7 billion euro), down 9% over 2019. The top
five exporting countries are Mainland China, United States, Brazil, Thailand, and Australia, accounting together for
about 55% of the Hong Kong food market. Around 70%
of the imported food products are fresh and frozen meats,
fresh seafood, and fresh fruits and vegetables. Italy, with a
value of 219 million dollars in 2020, has a market share of
1% and it is the 20th supplier country of Hong Kong.
In particular, Italy is the leading supplier of chocolate and
other cocoa-based products with a market share of 25%
(76 million dollars out of a total of 300 million dollars), ahead of China and Switzerland. Italy is also the market leader
of the supply of olive oil, with a market share of over 80%.
Third, Italy is the market leader of the supply of prepared
or preserved tomatoes, with the market share of around
50%.
Generally, Italian food and beverage products are exported to Hong Kong through intermediaries such as Italianbased export agents and Hong Kong-based importers/
wholesalers, that undertake the distribution of food to
Horeca trade buyers including retailers (online and offline,
including supermarkets, grocery stores, etc.), hotels and
restaurants. In recent years, there has been a change in
purchasing methods, especially for the larger-scaled operators, namely supermarket chains and department stores
specializing in food, who directly carry out purchases abroad through their own departments, which allowed them to
obtain a wider variety of products in a smaller quantity.

HONG KONG’S IMPORTS BY ORIGINS OF FOOD AND LIVE ANIMALS (SITC 0)
VALUE USD MLN
				 2 0 1 8 			
Rank
Origins
value
% shr
% chg value
% shr
TOTAL
24,440 100%
5%
23,188
100%
1
China
4,671
19%
0%
4,436
19%
2
USA
4,233
17%
-1%
3,297
14%
3
Brazil
2,485
10%
11%
2,011
9%
4
Thailand
1,149
5%
11%
1,279
6%
5
Australia
1,172
5%
7%
1,628
7%
6
Japan
1,333
5%
14%
1,290
6%
7
Chile
1,171
5%
76%
1,419
6%
8
Netherlands
967
4%
-7%
827
4%
9
New Zealand
597
2%
14%
704
3%
10
Vietnam
360
1%
6%
442
2%
11
Germany
474
2%
-5%
378
2%
12
Indonesia
345
1%
-15%
368
2%
13
Taiwan
326
1%
20%
313
1%
14
UK
376
2%
4%
325
1%
15
Korea
267
1%
-4%
259
1%
16
South Africa
353
1%
-16%
301
1%
17
Malaysia
297
1%
2%
284
1%
18
Canada
316
1%
-6%
340
1%
19
India
140
1%
7%
139
1%
20
Italy
255
1%
-8%
238
1%

2020
% shr
% chg
100%
-9%
22%
3%
10%
-37%
9%
-2%
7%
22%
7%
-5%
6%
4%
6%
11%
3%
-30%
3%
-23%
2%
-15%
2%
-7%
2%
-13%
2%
2%
1%
-8%
1%
15%
1%
-10%
1%
-13%
1%
-28%
1%
58%
1%
-8%

Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, HKSAR Census & Statistics Dept. elaborated by ITA Hong Kong

NUMBER OF STORES OF THE LEADING SUPERMARKET CHAINS IN HK AS OF 2019
Wellcome*

ParknShop*

U-Select

DCH Food Mart

AEON Stores
(HK) Ltd.

YATA

280 260 58 49 12 11

CR Vanguard
shops

6

City Super

APITA (Uny)

Sogo

4

3

2

Source: Statista *‘Wellcome’ refers to all brands under Dairy Farm Group; ‘ParknShop’ to all brands under A.S. Watson Group

A GLANCE AT DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Offline retailing has been the most important retailing model in Hong Kong. Supermarkets and convenience stores are
the major channels for food and beverage
distribution, while gourmet & specialty stores provide more specific offerings to consumers. Traditional channels including wet
markets and local grocery stores are popular amongst local consumers for fresh food
items. In recent years, with the improvement
of local logistics capabilities and also with
the Covid-19 pandemic situation, there was
a sudden growth of food e-commerce. Many
supermarket chains and specialty stores
have launched their online platforms and
provided delivery services.
The value of retail sales of supermarkets in
Hong Kong has been increasing in the recent
decade, from HKD 38,440 million (4,3725

million euro) in 2009 to HKD 59,364 million (6,7527 million euro) in 2019. Although
the retail sales value fell drastically in 2020
compared with 2019, the largest annual decline on record, reflecting the severe blow
to consumption-related activities caused by
the epidemic, and the value of sales of food,
alcoholic drinks, and tobacco decreased by
12.7% in 2020, the value of sales of commodities in supermarkets increased by 9.7%
in 2020, mainly due to a shift in consumers
habits from dining in restaurants to cooking
at home.
Major supermarket chains
There are two major supermarket chains in
Hong Kong, namely Dairy Farm International
Holdings Ltd. and A.S. Watson Group. For
Dairy Farm Group, they operate its super-

Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, HKSAR Census & Statistics Dept. elaborated by ITA Hong Kong
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% chg value
-5%
21,130
-5%
4,580
-22%
2,092
-19%
1,963
11%
1,558
39%
1,543
-3%
1,346
21%
1,267
-14%
581
18%
543
23%
376
-20%
350
7%
322
-4%
319
-14%
298
-1%
297
-15%
272
-4%
247
8%
246
-1%
220
-7%
219
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markets under different brands to maximize
its coverage across different customer segments in Hong Kong. Wellcome is the largest
supermarket chain in Hong Kong, offering
a wide range of food, from budget to midpriced products, and some are offered in its
private labels. There is also Market Place by
Jasons, 3hreeSixty, and Oliver’s the Delicatessen, which are the upscale retail store
brands offering wider selections of imported
fine food and beverage, including organic
foods.
For A.S. Watson Group, they are one of
the world’s largest international food, health,
and beauty retailers in over 20 markets. For
the food and beverage retailing sector, they
have different brands of supermarkets shown
as below. It also operates few ParknShop
supermarkets in Macao and Mainland China.
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ZOOM

Southeast Asia puts
the foot on the pedal
PERCENT OF WORLD IMPORTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 2020

TOTAL

SWINE MEAT

DAIRY

detail the situation of the dairy
segment.

CEREALS

OIL SEEDS

VOLUME

for 62% in volume and 60% in
value, dairy products 39% in
volume and 41% in value and
swine meat accounts for 71%
in volume and value. In 2021
first semester, the growing
trend was confirmed: the value of the imports amounted to
90 billion, increased by 30%.
On this total, the import from
Europe accounts for 12 billion
dollars (+8.9%) and from Italy
0.3 billion dollars (+37.7%).
Apart from an increasing food
demand, the upward trend of
the three sectors derives mainly
by the domino effect caused by
the African swine fever, the deadly viral disease that outbroke
in Chinese pig farms. In order
to compensate for the lack of
meat, China increased the imports, but in the meantime the
country worked towards the
repopulation of the swine livestock. Though, this caused the
demand for cereals, soy and
whey to grow, which were necessaries to feed the animals.
The significant increase of the
raw materials’ demand caused
the exhaustion of the world’s
stocks and the price increase.
We will now explore in more

VALUE

Southeast Asian countries
offer big opportunities for the
agri-food sector. In fact, they
register a growth in their economy and they host 28% of the
world population with an increasing trend. However, they
are not self-sufficient when it
comes to satisfying the evergrowing food demand. In order
to understand the opportunities that this geographic area
offers, Teseo by Clal, a private
company specialized in market
analyses in the dairy, cereal,
oilseeds and swine meat segments, analyzed the demand
for these three sectors, which
are particularly interconnected.
As examined during the webinar ‘Southeast Asia, what are
the opportunities for the agrifood sector?’, which was organized by Teseo’s team, in the
last few years these sectors
have increasingly impacted on
the world’s imports. Reaching
overall 301 million tons for a
total of 144 million dollars. In
detail, the share of the cereal
demand of Southeast Asia accounts for 48% in volume and
44% in value on the global demand, the oilseeds account

The import of dairy products, cereals,
soy and swine meat grows. Among the
causes, the economic development and
the increase in food demand. But also, the
impact of the African swine fever in China
and the repopulation of the livestock. Which
needs huge quantities of raw materials.

Source: teseo.clal.it

VALUE IMPORTS GROWTH (2020)
TOTAL

DAIRY

EU-27

SWINE MEAT

ITALY

CEREALS

OIL SEEDS

Source: teseo.clal.it

ITALIAN DAIRY EXPORTS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA
(Clal elaboration on Istat data)

DAIRY IMPORTS IN THE LEADING ASIAN DESTINATION MARKETS
(Clal elaboration on IHS data)**

The demand for fresh
cheese, packaged milk
and whey powder increases
In 2020, Southeast Asian
countries imported 8.4 million
tons of dairy products for a total
of 25 billion dollars. This resulted
from a concatenation of causes.
In the whole area of interest, the
improvement in the standard
of living has been determining
changes in diets, causing an
increasing demand for protein
products, including milk and
cheese. However, the low selfsufficiency level forces countries
to increase the imports of dairy products (the milk self-sufficiency index, in 2019, for instance, amounted to 66.4% and, in
order to cover the country’s demand, 26.6 millions of milk equivalent were imported). Therefore, the per capita consumption
in these countries is growing: in
2020 there was an increase in
the consumption of milk, milk
powder and cheese, especially
from South Korea (+3.9% compared to the previous year), from
the Philippines (+9.6%) and from
Indonesia (+2.3%). The demand
grew even more in the first semester of 2021, especially in the
cheese segment (+12.5%), bulk
and packaged milk (+37.7%),
milk cream (+49.4%), butter
and other fats (+14.2%) and
milk powder (+16.6% for WMP
– whole milk powder, +9.3% for
SMP – skim milk powder). From
Clal’s analysis it emerges that
the increase particularly interests the import of whey powder
as well (in the first semester of
2021 the demand increased by

24.1%). Why is that so? Whey
powder is part of the swine’s
diet and the imports’ increase has to do with meeting the
needs of the Chinese swine livestock. Which was repopulated
after having to put down a large
number of pigs due to the swine fever. However, the largest
milk production, together with
the high imports of the last few
months, could cause a downturn in the demand for powders
in the next period of time.
The supplier
countries and
exported products
According to the latest updates presented by Clal, New Zealand, with 36.1% is the first
exporter of dairy products to
the Southeast Asian countries.
Followed by the 27 Eu member
states with a significant 34.5%
share, the Usa (14.1%) and
Australia (8.9%). The largest
amounts reach China (which is
the main importer) and, then,
Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines, Malaysia and South Korea.
The European Union, in particular, registers an increase in
the semi-finished goods’ export
(+7.7% in the first semester of
2021, compared to the same
period in the previous year) and
in finished products (+38.3%
from January to June 2021). It is
also worth pointing out that Italy
is requested high-quality goods
mainly by Japan, China and
South Korea. In fact, during the
last years we have experienced
the increase in the sales of fresh
cheese, Mozzarella and hard
cheese such as Grana Padano
PDO and Parmigiano Reggiano
PDO.

Il Sud-Est asiatico
mette il turbo
I Paesi del Sud-Est Asiatico registrano un’economia in crescita e ospitano il 28%
della popolazione mondiale con un trend in aumento. Cresce l’import di prodotti lattiero caseari, cereali, soia e carni suine. Tra le cause, oltre all’aumento del fabbisogno
alimentare, anche l’impatto a domino della peste suina africana che ha colpito gli allevamenti cinesi. Il ripopolamento della mandria necessita di ingenti quantità di materie
prime. Infatti, nel 2020, i Paesi del Sud-Est asiatico hanno importato 8,4 milioni di tonnellate di prodotti lattiero-caseari, per un valore di 25 miliardi di dollari. In particolare,
la richiesta di polvere di siero di latte è aumentata del 24,1% nel primo semestre del
2021 per rispondere al fabbisogno della mandria suinicola cinese.

TYPES OF DAIRY PRODUCTS IMPORTED (JAN/JUN)
(Clal elaboration on IHS data)**

WMP

SMP

Cheese

Milk cream

Butter and
other fats

Others

DAIRY PRODUCTS IMPORTED FROM ITALY
(Clal elaboration on IHS data)**

Top goods

Others
Whey
Bulk and packed milk
Lactose in pharmaceutical app.
Milk cream
Cheese

Jan-Jun 17

Jan-Jun 18

Jan-Jun 19

Jan-Jun 20

Countries considered: China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan.

Source: clal.it/Clal elaboration on IHS data

DATA UPDATED TO OCTOBER 2021

*Southeast Asian countries considered for the Teseo Clal analysis are: China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam.
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Bulk and
packed milk

Source: clal.it/Clal elaboration on IHS data

Source: clal.it

Source: clal.it/Clal elaboration on Istat data

Whey
powder
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SCENARIO

Cop26:
deeds and misdeeds

Glasgow’s Climate Change Conference set off the gradual phasing out of fossil fuels.
But the goals are still many in order to prevent future climate crises.
From limiting global warming through the management of fossil fuels to
the topic of compensating the countries hit by the climate crisis. At Cop26,
that took place from 31 October to
12 November in Scotland, these matters were all discussed, and almost
200 countries agreed to adopt the
Glasgow Climate Pact. During these
months the climate issue inevitably
goes hand in hand with the post-Covid economic recovery. And it is no
coincidence that precisely the developing countries made the debate difficult, thus leaving opening questions.
Anyhow, Cop26 guidelines will have a
significant impact through all of 2022,
and they can have a direct influence on the Western countries’ inflation
and on the cost of raw materials. And
let’s see why, talking about energy, the
Glasgow Climate Pact, barged into the
role of the fossil fuels in relation to the
climate crisis.
The main crux
of the Glasgow Climate Pact
The pact establishes the gradual
phaseout of coal and fossil fuel subsidies. And this reduction was the highlight of the debate through the whole
conference. In order to pass the pact,
each of the 197 countries had to agree
on the final version of the text. Ultimately, India, supported by Iran, made an
amendment to the article, that originally imposed the ‘elimination’ of carbon
dioxide emissions. Many, therefore,
considered this solution a missed win.
Alok Sharma, Cop26 president, supported the alteration just to save the
whole pact and offered an apology
when faced with questions regarding
the last-minute change. Jennifer Morgan, executive director of Greenpeace
International, though, commented positively on the reached agreement: “It
is meek, it is weak and the 1.5C goal
is only just alive, but a signal has been
sent that the era of coal is ending. And
that matters”.
India’s
role
On the other’s side of the debate, the
protagonist was the Indian Union Minister for the Environment Bhupender
Yadav, who highlighted India’s need
of fossil fuels in order to fight pover-

instead, was invested in the measures established to reduce emissions.
In fact, the Glasgow Climate Pact,
compared to 2019, set the doubling
of the funds to meet the agreements
by 2025. “The fact that the developed countries did not meet their commitment is unforgivable”, stated Ani
Dasgupta, president and Ceo of the
World Resources Institute. “But it is
relevant that at Cop26 the developed
countries made steps forward towards
a new financial objective that goes
beyond 2025”.

Fatti e misfatti
della Cop26
Alla conferenza sul clima di Glasgow, svoltasi dal 31 ottobre al 12 novembre in Scozia, quasi 200 nazioni hanno aderito al Glasgow Climate
Pact, sancendo così l’uscita progressiva dall’uso dei combustibili fossili.
E si è giunti, inoltre, a un accordo in merito al sistema di scambio di quote di emissione tra Paesi. Ma gli obbiettivi rimangono ancora molti per
scongiurare future crisi ambientali, tra cui la mancata istituzione di un
fondo internazionale dedicato per pagare i danni e la distruzione che la
crisi climatica porta ai paesi più colpiti. In conclusione, la Cop26 ha portato alcune buone notizie, e altre meno buone, e in molti la considerano
una vittoria mancata. Ad ogni modo, le direttive della conferenza avranno
conseguenze rilevanti per tutto il 2022 e possono influire direttamente
per tutto ciò che riguarda l’inflazione nei paesi dell’Occidente e il costo
delle materie prime.

ty. “How can you expect developing
countries to make promises on the
gradual phasing out of coal and fossil fuel subsidies?”, asked the Minister
during the conference. “They ensure
social security and the needed support. Just think of the subsidies we
rely on to provide natural gas to lowincome families”.

plan in order to keep the 1.5C goal
alive”, stated Nick Mabey, co-founder
and executive director of the E3G climate change think tank. “But the actual test starts now because every
country needs to go home and keep
the promises made in Glasgow”.
100 billion
in climate aid
Already 10 years ago, with the pact
signed at the Copenhagen 2009 convention, the richest nations agreed to
give 100 billion dollars to the developing countries to aid their transformation into climate change economies.
From building ditches to prevent floods
through relocating the communities
living on the coast to the modernization of houses to avert severe weather
phenomena’s damages. However, not
only did the most developed nations
not deliver the 100 billion dollars by
2020, but, according to the developing
countries, the amount would not even
have been enough. Far more money,

Future
scenarios
Anyhow, the pact seems to allow all
the involved countries to accelerate
towards a state where the emission
of greenhouse gas is not bigger than
the quantity removed from the atmosphere. The latest report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), published by the United
Nations in August, requested that this
goal is reached by mid-century, along
with the halving of the emissions by
2030. “By accepting this emergency
deal, the countries answered to the
rising climate damages with an action
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An international fund
for environmental damages
At the convention everyone hoped
that a designated fund would be established to pay the damages caused by
climate crises in the most hit countries.
The idea was that the richest countries would cover the funds, so that, if a
country would be hit for instance by a
destructive flooding, this money could
help it in the reconstruction process.
However, instead of the institution of a
dedicated fund, more dialogue between the parts was quite simply requested. John Kerry, Special Presidential
Envoy for Climate, pronounced himself
to be contrary to the project, while the
European Union already showed signs
of disagreement before Cop26.
The agreement
on emission allowances
A step forward was made, instead,
on the regulations of the emission allowances trade system, which had
been on the table since the Paris agreements in 2015, to control pollutants
and greenhouse gases emitted by factories and the aviation sector. James
Roth, senior vice-president for Global
Policy and Government Affair at Conservation International, stated: “This
means new funds to reshape climate’s
politics of which we are in desperate
need, in all sectors, including the stop
of deforestation and the promotion of
other natural climate solutions”. In a
nutshell, Cop26 brought a few good
news and some not so good. As Antonio Guterres, Un Secretary-General,
addressed, now it is time to start preparing for Cop27 in Egypt. And there
is a whole year in between to see the
impact made by this conference.

